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AB: Today is May 261\ 1998. We're at the home of Mrs. Suzanne Slaughter in Keystone, West 
Virginia. Rita Wicks-Nelson and Ancella Bickley recording. 
RW-N: What we have found is that-we, we really want you to tell us about your life the way you 
see it. But when we've worked with other women, sometimes they find it easier if you kind of start 
at the beginning and then go anyplace after that. So when we-after we get these recordings on, 
we'll ask you, probably, to think-to tell us about your early days, okay? (SS: all right) Okay, all 
right, would that be okay to go that way? All right. Wait, wait a minute because it always takes me 
a minute to-; this always has lag time. Are you set? Okay. We're set. 
On the information that you sent us, Mrs. Slaughter, you indicated that you were born in 1906 here 
in Keystone. And we were interested in the fact that you were born in this town early in the century. 
And can you tell us a little bit about what brought your family here or about your mother and father? 
SS: Well, my mother and father, they, they were originally from North Carolina. Now, I don't know 
what year they came here. But when they came, I, I was born here in Keystone, West Virginia. And 
my father passed when I was about. . .let's see, I was about two years old, just a baby, I couldn't 
recall it. That meant that my mother-in those days, you know, you didn't get no welfare and all of 
that. So my mother had to work to support the two ofus. We stayed here, my mother stayed here 
in Keystone after my father died about six years. Then she moved to Logan, West Virginia. There 
in Logan she was hired with a family called the Dr. R. T. Washington. And they had a little girl 
named Lillian. And of course, they were white. And we were just a part of the family. My mother, 
they set up a little home for my mother. And she worked with them, and we was just one big family 
there. We stayed there until I, I reached the age of six. And during that time in Logan, they had, they 
didn' t have what you call the uh, the uh, what when children go to school? (AB : Kindergarten?) 
They didn't have a kindergarten then. But it's something, but it wasn't for blacks. It was just for 
whites. And I can recall the little girl's name, Lillian, didn't want to go unless I went. See, she had 
no color ... nothing. And the doctor said, well, he was very influential and they told him, "Well, you 
know,"-his name was Robert Washington-"you know, Dr. Washington, we can't let her go." You, 
know, that wouldn't happen. But anyway, anything, to make a long story short, we didn't go, I 
didn't go with the little girl. But we stayed there with that family until I reached about, I was eight 
years old when we left Washington, I mean, Logan. My aunt sent for my mother to come back to 
Keystone, said, "Oh, Annie,"-her name was Annie Wright-said, "you can get a job and work." So 
my mother came back. And she got a job in the hotel. It was called the uh, Calhoun's Hotel. And 
she worked there and, of course, I went to school. She sent me to Bluefield State after I finished high 
school-I went to Bluefield State College. And in, while I was in Bluefield State, my mother passed. 
My mother passed. And she didn't get to realize ... Course I did get to teach two or three years 
afterwards. But after she passed, then I was just on my own. Well, in 19 and 30-, '35, I married 
Edward Slaughter. He was my principal when I started out teaching. And uh, from then on, I was 
anxious to improve myself And I began-I had :finished Bluefield State College. So I went to New 
York, New York University and got my certificate in administration and uh ... child development. 
RW-N: Now when was that? 
SS: In 1956, when I... 
RW-N: 1956? 
SS: Mmm-hmm. There's my certificate. See if you can see it on the wall over there. See, I'm telling 
you I'm handicapped now, don't half see. [Mrs. Slaughter had trouble with her eyeglasses the day 
of this interview.] 
AB: Wanna read that? [commented directed to RW-N] 
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SS: Whenever that date is. 
RW-N: I'm reading from the certificate on the wall. It says, ''New York University, Certificate of 
Graduation, Suzanne McClain Slaughter, Master of Arts, from the School of Education, Signed and 
Sealed in the City of New York this 29th day of July, Nineteen Hundred Sixty-Five." 
SS: Yeah. 
AB: Mrs. Slaughter, I noticed that says McClain. Was that your maiden name? 
SS: That was my maiden name. My mother was a McClain at that time. Of course, between times 
she married again, and she became a Wright, Annie Wright. 
AB: Your mother was Annie McClain (SS: Yeah, Annie McClain) and your father was? 
SS: John McClain. 
RW-N: How do you spell Annie? 
SS: A-n-n-a. 
RW-N: A-n-n-? 
SS: She spelled it A-n-n-a, Anna. (RW-N: "a," uh-huh.) Now, my mother, her maiden name, she 
was a Jones. I know I'm ahead-she was a Jones. That's before, you know, when she was a young 
woman. Then she married John McClain. 
RW-N: So your mother was Annie Jones (SS: Jones), and she came from, you said South or North 
Carolina? 
SS: North. Holly Springs, North Carolina. 
RW-N: Holly Springs. 
SS: North Carolina, mmm-hmrn. 
AB: You said that your mother's sister-in-law- that was, by that time your mother had married Mr. 
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Wright and her sister-in-law was here? 
SS: Yeah. Well, the curious thing. My mother and my aunt, they married brothers. Mmm-hmm. 
Two sisters married brothers. And she told her to come here, said you can get a job for and work, 
mmm-hmm. So from then on, like I was saying, I went to New York. And then, you have some of 
that information. (RW-N: Yes) I uh, I taught. .. I taught elementary school at Keystone-Eckman for 
about ten years. And during that time, I began to go to New York during the summer to get my 
master's. And that's when, when I got my master's in 19-, whatever that year (RW-N: '65); yeah, 
well, I became principal at the Maybeury school up in Maybeury, West Virginia. 
AB: Uh, Mrs. Slaughter, you were uh, do you remember anything about World War I here and how 
that affected the population? 
SS: I was, I was a young girl. I can remember that I got so tired of eating cornbread, that's all, you 
know, there was rationing, cornbread and rice and all. And it was a very difficult time right through 
there. And I had an uncle that served in World War I. And that's just about all. I just know it was 
a difficult period during that time. 
AB: Do you remember anything about the Depression? 
SS: Yes, I remember that like everything was rationed. You couldn't get, you couldn't get, you 
could get so much flour and so much sugar, bacon and all. I can remember my mother did that. I 
can remember that. And she was a very cautious lady; she managed real well. 
AB: Were people ever laid off from work in those early days? 
SS: No, in those early days, now the mines, the coal fields as we called 'em, the mines was 
flourishing. People made plenty money. But at that time, nothing to do with, they didn't save it, but 
they didn't have a difficult time. But uh, they uh, they made use of- those people had gardens, had 
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the hogs and all, very prosperous. Nobody, no one, to me, as a younger person we didn't suffer, we 
didn't suffer. 
AB: Where did you go to high school? 
SS: I, I attended Kimball, Kimball High School. And uh ... 
RW-N: Where is Kimball? What town is that in? 
SS: Kimball is two and a half miles from Keystone, right down (RW-N: uh-huh) the road here. And 
I :finished Kimball High School in 1925. Then I started to Bluefield State College. And while there, 
I worked my way up in Bluefield State College. Because, because my mother had married. She was, 
but I was just a stepchild and she felt that it was ... you know how that goes ... it was her responsibility 
to look after me. 
AB: Was your stepfather a miner? 
SS: He was a miner, Walter Wright. My stepfather was a miner. 
RW-N: Would you spell his last name for us? 
SS: Wright, (RW-N: With a W) W-r-i-g-h-t, W-r-i-g-h-t, Wright. 
AB: Uh, were you all afraid about his working in the mines? 
SS: No, mmm-mmm, nobody had any fear about that working in the mines. And, and we just didn't 
see far ahead, but you know what the result. Everybody got this black lung from it. But at that time 
no one was afraid because the mines was making-everybody was doing well. 
AB: What was it like for a black miner in those days, in the, who worked in the mines, in terms of 
the kinds of jobs he got and the relationships in the community? 
SS: Well, now, the black miner, the only thing he did, he loaded coal. He was a coal loader. He 
didn't have the boss's job. I remember, we had one black boss. His name was John Haverson. And 
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was exactly your complexion and pretty gray hair. And it was a very unusual thing-at that time it 
was not integration-that you have a black boss. And the other miners, they were coal loaders, ran 
the machines, the motors, but not jobs. But as years moved on, they organized what you call the 
union for the town. And of course, the blacks then got good positions as presidents, treasurers, and 
this, this United Mine Workers Union. I know you've heard of that. But uh, but no one was, it 
didn't disturb anyone because they didn't have the job. They were just so glad to get in and make 
that money. 
AB: So there was no anger or ... 
SS: No anger, un-un, no anger. It was ... 
AB: What about the living conditions? 
SS: The living conditions were just [inaudible]. There were some that had lovely homes. And then 
some, the homes were just what we called shacks. But at that time, the elder people were neat and 
clean and kept everything nice. And nothing, no [inaudible] or nothing like that. But just as good, 
clean living. 
AB: Now Keystone had some black law enforcement officers early on, I believe. 
SS: Oh, yes, they did. We had .. .I'm trying to think ... I got. .. we had uh, mmh-you know, you 
can't think when you're kinda under pressure now-but we had blacks officers. We had one 
policeman called Pete Manisfield. That was a black officer. We had uh ... 
AB: Now were they elected or appointed or what? 
SS: They, they were appointed. See, you have the mayor, and then the mayor would appoint the 
officers in, in Keystone. 
RW-N: And was the mayor black? 
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SS: No, we didn't get a black mayor until here just recently. And-had I known, you see, I'm at a 
disadvantage; had I known you was gonna ask all that, I got, I got information about the first mayor 
here somewhere, but I can't locate it. 
AB: That's quite all right. I was just curious about it. 
SS: We had uh, what is this? Nineteen and ... ninety ... ? (AB: '98) '98, '97, '96, '95. In 19 and 95 we 
had our first black mayor. And that was Samuel H. Johnson. Samuel H. Lewis Johnson. He lives 
down the street now. And he was the :first black mayor we had. Then the next black mayor was Paul 
Cabell. Lived just right there next to me. Related to my, my husband. We had two black mayors. 
Yeah, we had .. . 
AB: When ... there were stories about Keystone being a wide open town, all kinds of things 
happening here. 
SS: Well, now, let me tell you something. I, I know right now-I can't find my ... -I'm working 
on-Keystone was always noted, everybody from far-about Cinder Bottom. Cinder Bottom. 
Okay. Now, I'm a young girl. Cinder Bottom did exist; it existed. It was right down that way. 
And ... but, the people here in Keystone were decent people, they didn't operate; it was the coal 
companies bringing in these white women and these black women having these homes down there, 
you know what I'm saying, don't you? Red Light district. And these, these big white men that had-
they'd come there and they'd have their ladies and all. Okay. I, I, I'm gonna get a book and let you 
all see that, see this book if you would like before you leave. All right. Now, as a girl, I can 
remember and we lived--Cinder Bottom was down that way; we lived just around in there. Now we 
weren't allowed, what we called it, we weren't allowed to go down in that area. But I recall after 
I started teaching, I had the Girl Scouts. And I wanted to take them out. You know how you take 
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them out and sing. And my friend, Mr. Slaughter, the fellow I married, said, "Well, I'll take you 
down there if the parents will permit the scouts to go with you." So that night, oh, it was a pretty, 
pretty, all them red lights and all, and we went down and we sang Christmas carols. And these 
beautiful women would come out and they'd throw their money to us and all of that. I can recall that. 
RW-N: How old were you at the time? 
SS: At that time, see, I was teaching. I guess I was in my, I was in my early 30's. 
RW-N: So ... 
SS: See, I was in my early thirties around about that time. I'm just starting out teaching. See, I'm 
92 years old now. And uh, anyway, I can remember. But, and uh, we were set aside. But, now when 
you hit that, I am very disturbed. Right now I am trying to get this new generation, these young 
people and some of the elderly people to refrain from using the term "Cinder Bottom". Now I, I uh, 
I wrote to Archie, Archie, who's a reporter up here in Bluefield Daily Telegraph, once and asked him 
ifhe would put an article in. And when they talk about what happens in Keystone, they had a fire 
down there. Well, big fire at Cinder Bottom. That's just about two or three years ago. Well, I 
resented that. All they needed to say was a big fire in Keystone. And it stressed Cinder Bottom. I 
said," It's no more Cinder Bottom now. It' s called Midway, uh, Midletown." And I got my letter-
just around here, I couldn't find it-that I got from the courthouse; I'd like for you all to see-the 
other day from the man, and he sent me a map. And there's never been no, there' s never been any 
reference down at the courthouse in Welch of Cinder Bottom. [inaudible] he showed 'em. It's called 
Midtown, Midletown. And uh, so what I, when I go to these meetings, I'm trying to indoctrinate 
these younger people and older to refrain from saying Cinder Bottom. Now they get so when they 
talk they say, "Well, so and so happened down in the Bottom." And I say, "What you talking about? 
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Where?" "Oh," they say," oh, Midletown, Ms. Slaughter, Midletown." Okay. Now, they, before 
I leave you all, · I'm gonna give you, I'm gonna loan you the book and you can take it with you if 
you'd like. You can see the history of that and get it back to me. Anyway, see, what I have 
experienced, when I first finished high school and went to Bluefield State, you know how you 
register. And you would say, "Well, where do you live?" "I live in Keystone, West Virginia." Right 
away they form an image. You see what I'm saying? Do you follow me? And after they learn you-, 
then they'll say, "Do you live in Cinder Bottom?'' ''No, I don't live in Cinder Bottom. But I live in 
Keystone. And that's just an annex." And, and they get an idea, you know, they size you up there. 
Okay. Well, when I went to New York U long-I, I got away with it cause I registered correctly 
at the office. But when I met those New York people and all, I told them I was from Welch, Norfolk, 
see Norfolk is right there. See, Norfolk was right there. [inaudible] But I wouldn't say Keystone. 
See, it, it gives them a different, a negative image of you. And I don't want this new generation 
going-, have to face that. 
AB: Well, how long have you lived in this house, uh, Mrs. Slaughter? 
SS: This house right here? I've been here since 19 and uh, 68 ... '68. 
AB: And where did you live before? 
SS: Well, before I moved here I lived right across, I lived on top-, in the apartment of Dr. J.E. 
Brown. I don't know whether you've heard of him. He was one of the best doctors around, black 
(AB: Was he a black physician?) black physician. Well, we have some black physicians, lawyers and 
all of that. And I lived in his apartment. And then finally, the girl bought this house-, had this house, 
wanted to sell it. And I bought it-, I moved into this house in '68. 
AB: Was there any, any trouble about where you chose to live (SS: No, no) as a black person? 
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SS: No, no, there wasn't any trouble at that time. Uh, now, at first we were at [inaudible]. I'm, I'm 
not right. We did have to live in a certain area right here in Keystone. But after this integration 
started, you could move, live anywhere. And that caused some of the whites here, they began to 
move away. They weren't accustomed, they couldn't cope with it. But now we, we, as far as 
integration, in this little town, yo~ whites here, blacks there, it depends on how you behave yourself 
RW-N: What's the percentage of black people in this town now? Do you know? 
SS: No, I'm not quite sure. We, we don't have uh, we don't have such a, I guess we're about 40% 
of the blacks without enrollment; don't quote me on that, though. 
RW-N: Yeah. Was that true when you were a young person, too, a child? Were there-, was there 
a good percentage of black people in this area? 
SS: Oh yes,; when I was a child, we had plenty of black people. 
RW-N: And the people had come here mostly for the mines? 
SS: For the mines, oh, yes, they left, they left North Carolina, the city, because they had relatives that 
come here. And you could get, you could get rich. Well, it was just a flourishing town. It really was 
a flourishing town. 
AB: Now, I notice on the document that you sent, that you're a member of AKA (SS: Yes, I am). 
You joined it uh, while you were at Bluefield State? 
SS: I, I, no, after. We didn't have a, we didn't have a sorority on the campus. I joined afterwards. 
And uh, after I finished Bluefield State. 
AB: And has that been an important part of your social life here? 
SS: Oh, that's very important in my social life, indeed so. And I, you see that frame up there, that 
little gold? We had our leadership conference here in April, and, and I got my golden crown for 50 
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years. (AB: Of membership?) Of membership, mmm-hmm. 
RW-N: AKA is ... 
SS and AB: Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority. 
AB: Uh, what else did you do for social life here in this town? Was there a movie that you went to 
or ... ? 
SS: Oh, yeah, we had, one time we had two movies. 
AB: Black movies? 
SS: No, no, they were white. They were called the Hippodrome and the Logan Theater. Had two, 
I can remember. We'd go to the movies-, and they used to bring in Chatauqua. We used to have that. 
Oh, we had a ... on the 4th of July, they'd have boxing. And the 9th of April was our day, remember 
the blacks celebrated the 9th of April? 
AB: No, I didn't know that. 
SS: Oh, yes, they used 9th of April was our day. And we would have boxing to come in and do all, 
but all that died out. 
AB: Well, when you went to the theater, where did you sit in the theater? I mean, were blacks and 
whites separated in the theater? 
SS: Yeah, just on one side. We all on the same floor. The blacks were over here, and the whites 
over there. 
AB: Was that in both the theaters, the Hippodrome ... ? 
SS: Both theaters. But we were all on the same floor. No going upstairs. Now, up in Bluefield, you 
couldn't go to a theater up in Bluefie ld. Blacks had to go up some steps. And the space wasn't larger 
than anything. There's was more [inaudible] in Keystone. 
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AB: What about your church? Was there a church, a black church in Keystone? 
SS: Oh, yes! My church is right there on the hill now, Mt. Chapel Baptist Church. And we have a 
Presbyterian church over across the railroad. (AB: Black Presbyterian church?) Uh-huh, black 
Presbyterian church there. And right here behind me is a holiness church, right there, then we have 
another holiness church, black, up in-one, two, three, four, five, we have, we have five-one, two, 
three, four; we have six black churches. 
AB: And they all still operate now? 
SS: They all still operate. 
AB: But is the population here big enough to support uh, that many churches? Are the people from 
other areas? 
SS: No, no, it's not, the population's not, but the people just come from different places. And some 
of the churches have membership of maybe 25, 30, not, not a big .... And I often said, if we'd all just 
get together, we'd have a tremendous church. But every- cause in our church we have around-and 
that's, you know, they're not active-we have around 106 or -7 members. And here's uh, I keep all 
my programs. Now, here's our church, here's a program of, of our church. I don't know what date; 
I believe that was ... 
AB: This is the program from the Mt. Chapel Missionary Baptist Church in Keystone, West 
Virginia, which is ... 
SS: Do I have writing on that one? Sometimes I write in 'em; see what I have. 
RW-N: Uh, no, this one has no writing. This one does, I think. 
AB: This is Mrs. Slaughter's home church. 
SS : Mmm-hrnm, right up on the hill. 
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AB: Mrs. Slaughter, you mentioned also, uh, Girl Scouts. You were a Girl Scout leader? (SS: Yes, 
ma'am) When was that? Do you remember? 
SS: Uh, I was a Girl Scout leader back there in 19 and uh, uh, I started teaching in '25 ... in '28, 19 
and 20-, '29. I was a Girl.. .I was ... 
AB: You mean there was a black Girl Scout troupe going that far back? 
SS: I was the first black Girl Scout leader in McDowell, the first one. Now, I'll tell you, that 
material, you all got that somewhere. (RW-N: Yes, we do.) You sure have it; I can't.. .. That's why 
I sent you that. 
RW-N: But we also want to get it on the tape. 
SS: Ah, I see what you mean. 
AB: What made you decide to become a Girl Scout leader? 
SS: Uh, I'm, I'm very interested in youth. And when I found out that they had Girl Scouts, white 
Girl Scouts in McDowell County and Welch, I contacted uh-she's dead now-Helen Dawson. She was 
a great leader. She lived in Kimball. And I asked her what, what could I do to go about being a 
leader. And she said, "Oh, I'm so glad you want to organize a Girl Scout." And she gave me the 
materials; I took the course. And I became a leader. And I had the most wonderful experience. I was 
teaching then; but my principal, my superintendent let me off. We had a Girl Scout conference in 
Cincinnati. And such a beautiful picture, all those ladies dressed in green. And you had your green 
[inaudible]. And I got a trip free to go to this conference. And we used to sell cookies. And one of 
my girls, she's a doctor now, live in New York, she was a scout leader. And we won; she sold over 
')00 boxes of cookies in the whole county. What made me interested, I just loved to work with 
,. And I thought that was nice. 
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AB: When you were a Girl Scout leader, did you ever take your girls to camp? 
SS: Oh, indeed I did! We uh, we used to just get up on Saturdays and go up on the mountain and 
stay all night. And then they had a camp over at uh, Camp, Cliffi:op (AB: Washington Carver) yeah, 
Washington Carver. And I used to work over there. And the thing about it, I used, I worked with 
just the intermediate girls. I had Brownies in intermediate. And I knew the program was the 
intermediate and the Brownies. But when we got over to uh, name it for me, you know. (AB: 
Washington Carver) Yeah, when we got to Washington Carver, there was a head lady from 
Pittsburgh, and you had, you know how you meet and set up. So she got us all ready. She says, 
"Now, well, well, I'm gonna put Suzanne Slaughter, I'm gonna give you the seniors." I said, "Oh," 
I put my hand up. I said, "I don't know the senior program." See, I'd worked with-she said, "You 
just take the seniors," that's what she said to me. And then there was another girl that, from 
Pittsburgh. She was supposed to have had the seniors. She was tall, and all. Well, later, this lady, 
she's dead now, called me to the side, said, "Now, I've studied you. And I know these seniors, how 
they are. And you," said, "I'm gonna give you the book. And you just study at night and, and work 
with them." Said, "Because you'll be able to handle them." Well, I hadn't, you see, seniors were 
going to Institute, over to college there. But I got along fine with them Yeah. But, so I've had the 
experience. But I, and while I was, now, when I was teaching, I was a teacher at Keystone-Ecltman, 
I organized the Girl Scouts troupe. And my principal was very nice. He, I got permission from the 
parents to let me stay one day in a week after school, and we would meet. And we'd have plays, and 
we'd go on trips and all. Then when they, then when I got my first principal job, which was up 
Maybeury, I being the principal, I encouraged one of my teachers-she was a first grade teacher- to 
have a Brownie troupe. And I trained her to have this Brownie troupe. So I worked until .... Then 
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after I became a regular principal, because I had to tum [inaudible] loose, and couldn't get anybody 
else to take it up. So we don't have any Girl Scouts here. 
AB: Did you have then an integrated troupe with black and white girls? 
SS: No, I didn't have no (AB: You never did) no, no integrated, mmm-hmm. See, at that time, we 
weren't integrated, (AB: mmrn-hnim), mmn-hmm. 
AB: Let's go back uh, Mrs. Slaughter. What made you decide to go to college? 
SS: I was encouraged by my mother. My mother was a young, country girl, worked on the farm. 
And she used to tell me, when she'd be out in the yard; you know, certain periods they'd have to stay 
to hoe the com and all of that. And she would say to herself, "When I'm married,i' you know how 
you dream, said, "when I'm married and have any children, I'm gonna see that they go to school. I'm 
gonna see to that." And my mother worked hard. And she saw it; she encour-, she encouraged me. 
My encouragement came from my mother. And then my desire. And I was determined too. And 
then I had some wonderful teachers, who were very encouraging. Miss Clara Burrell Bruce from 
Washington, D.C. Those people that would have culture. Ida Whittico. I had some fine-, they were, 
they were, they were really models for me, and I had a lot of encouragement. 
AB: Did you always want to be a teacher, or did you ever think of doing anything else? 
SS: No. Wait a minute, back up. When I was in high school, I got a manual here I never showed. 
I wanted to be a nurse. Isn't this funny? I wanted to be a-, and in my manual, it says a nurse. Okay. 
Well, my mother, as I told you, married Walter Wright. And he was a fine stepfather. But he had 
peculiar ideas, you know. So, when, after I :finished high school, I finished high school, they had a 
hospital in Kimball, where I was going to school. So the lady was named Miss Shelton. And I told 
her I was interested in being a nurse. She, after I finished high school, they sent my application to 
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Washington, Freedmen Hospital. And I was accepted. They sent me how to, what kind of- see, I 
had to, [inaudible] and do all that. And I had to have aprons made, so wide, and all of that; my 
mother did all of that. But my daddy, my stepdaddy, I heard him one night, saying, "Annie, that gaV 
that's the way they expressed, "she don't need to be going to no Washington going to school; uh, uh, 
nurses, not much to them." See, he made a mean, terrible picture of what a nurse. Well now, my 
mother wanted to get along with her husband and all. And said, "I'll help her, I'll help you, but now, 
don't send her to Washington." Well, the next day I saw my mother sat down and talk with me and 
she said, "Honey,"-and she had bought me a wardrobe trunk and all that; I'm getting ready to go. 
And said, "Mr. Wright," she called him Mr. Wright, said, "He said he didn't think you ought to go." 
Well, it hurt me, deep down. I cried and all. And she said, "We'll send you on to Bluefield State 
College." This was [inaudible]. Well, I went to Bluefield, and H.L. Dickason was the president. 
We had a black president. [inaudible] And I had a good record. But you know, they-at that time, 
you had one-on-one basis. [inaudible] So he, I got a notice to come to his office one day. And I was 
wondering what had I done. Well, I had-so he sat back and he said, "Suzanne," he said, ''we 
noticed your grades when you came from Kimball High, you had good grades," said, "you're not 
doing anything up here. You're not working up to your capacity." And I said to him, I said, "Well, 
Mr. Dickason," you know, when you're young and all, I said, "I'm not going to be up here long." 
See, my mother, what she told me, if I go on up there after while, she would talk to her husband and 
get me to go to Washington. I said, "I'm going to Washington. I'm gonna be a nurse." And I knew 
(inaudible]; he put his head back, he said, "Who sent you up here?" I said, "My mother." He said, 
"Well, she sent you up to be what you was supposed to be." Said, "You better get down to brass 
tacks and go to work." That's what he told me. So that changed. He changed my idea of what I 
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wanted to be. But yes, I had in mind being a nurse. And all, and I said, well maybe I would have 
been just as good a nurse as I am a teacher, because I love children. I love humanity. So that's the 
reason. 
AB: When you finished Bluefield State and went job hunting, did you have any trouble getting a job? 
SS: Nooo, honey, I didn't have any trouble at all. When I, I went to Bluefield State two years and 
got Standard Normal. Uh, Tom Whittico, a black editor, The McDowell Times-I guess you've 
heard of that McDowell Times-well, his wife was my teacher and we were buddies, as such. And 
we were close friends. And the minute I got my, my degree, I had a job waiting on me. I didn't have 
no ti-.... And I, and I've been working McDowell for 45 long years. 
AB: Now, let's see, your first job in McDowell County (SS: Yes) was what? 
SS: Keystone-Eclhnan Elementary School. 
AB: Okay. And that was-, do you remember when that was? 
Ss: 1927, 1927 to 30- uh, about 38. 
AB: And then from Keystone-Eckman where did you go? 
SS: From Keystone-Ecl:1man, see, I went- I was promoted to Maybeury as a principal...five years. 
AB: And what was the name of that school? 
SS: That was called the MaybeurylElementary School. 
AB: And so, you went there about 1938? 
SS: Yeah, I went there, yeah. 
RW-N: As principal? 
SS: As principal. Now, as a teaching principal. I had 6th grade. (RW-N: yes) I was a teaching 
principal there. (AB: Mmrn-hmm) I stayed there 5 years. Now, after that 5th year, they moved me 
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to Elkhorn Elementary School, where it was just about 3 miles difference. 
AB: And were you still a teaching principal there? 
SS: I was a teaching principal at Kimball Elemen-, at Elkhorn Elementary. And let me inject this, 
at that time, we had what you call the lunch program. And, and the milkman and the bread trucks 
would deliver your milk and your groceries all, and they got, so when they moved, one of them says, 
"You know, Miss Slaughter,"-well, they having difficulties at some of the schools-said, "they just 
move you to the school to straighten them out. And when you get 'em straightened out, they move 
you to ... ," which was true, "they move you somewhere else." But I didn't stay at Elkhorn, up here, 
for two years, two years. Now, here's an odd thing. Then the superintendent came, and wanted me 
to be the principal at Keystone-Eclfman where I started out as a teacher. You understand? (AB: 
Mmm-hmm) And, and the teachers were there. And, and when they-, and the reason they wanted 
me to go there, the principal--well, I won't tell you that. But anyway, uh, and I said to the-, we had 
a black superintendent, C.E. Johnson. And I said, "Well, now, Mr. Johnson, you know I'd have a 
hard time at Keystone-EcKman because I was a teacher with those teachers there. And coming back 
as a principal, I don't know. He said-Bryson was the head superintendent-he said, Mr. Bryson 
said, "You'd get along all right with them" So I was moved to Keystom,-EcMman, where I was with 
teachers that I taught with. Got along excellent. They were just fine. And uh, well, I have a picture 
but I don't see that now. And I was looking for the picture, all of 'em are dead on that picture but 
two. One girl's in California. And the other one, uh, lives in uh, Washington. There's two on this 
faculty here. So I went back to Keystone,..EcKman. Now I was a principal there. 
AB: You were not teaching? 
SS: Not teaching then, at Keystone-Ec}(man I was a principal. Now, I stayed in Keystone-EcKman 
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uh, about, see, I went to Kimball in '72, '79. I stayed in Keystone-Eckman. I can't get my years 
straight. But ... 
RW-N: Did you go there about 1945? 
SS: No, no, it wasn't, wasn't '45. Back up ... 
AB: About 1940. 
SS: Yeah. And uh ... uh, I stayed in Keystono-Eckman as the principal for, from 19 .. .I retired you 
[inaudible], I retired at Kimball in '72. I retired in Kimball in '72; after I left Keystone-Eckman, they 
had me to go to Kimball in '72. 
RW-N: And you were principal there, too? 
SS: At Kimball, uh-huh. There was a white principal there, Miss Fleschman. And she retired and 
the people in Kimball said, they wanted a good principal or something. And I didn't want to go to 
Kimball either. I told my-, but I went. And I stayed in Kimball three years. I retired in '72. I'm 
gonna let you see my picture over there when you all leave where-, when I retired. So I retired in 
Kimball Elementary. 
AB: Was Kimball the first integrated experience that you had? 
SS: No, no, Kimball wasn't the first integrated; my first integrated was at Keystone-Eckman. 
AB: When you went back as principal? 
SS: Yeah, when I went back as principal. 
AB: The school was integrated by that time. 
SS: Yeah, by that time. Now, you got that...listen, I give you a sheet, you got that somewhere. 
RW-N: Yes, we just don't have the dates on the sheet. 
SS: Yeah, somewhere I handed you a sheet where, where it was integrated where somebody was 
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introducing me. 
RW-N: You have the, during 1965-66, the McDowell County schools became integrated. (SS: 
Yeah) But you had been at Keystone-Ecflman for some time. And then they became integrated, (SS: 
Yes) is that right? 
SS: Yes, that's right, mmmh, they became integrated. 
AB: Now, the building, Keystone-Ecltrnan was the building that the black kids had-, had been the 
black school. (SS: Yes) When integration came, they kept that building in service? (SS: They 
certainly did) And they sent white children and white teachers. 
SS: Yeah. All right, what they did, uh, was a white school down in Keystone, all white. And mine 
was a black school. They had the two, the black principal and the white principal, we got together. 
And he sel!;!cted so many of his white teachers to come to me and I selected so many of the black 
teachers to go to him and we had our conference. And so it-, we integrated in. And I'll tell you what 
he said to me-Mr. Ramsey, he's dead now. He said, "Miss Slaughter, you're gonna have a hard 
time," said, "cause the majority of the whites that I have"-they lived in what you call up 
Eureka Hollow and they were farmers like. And he said, "They, they don't believe in nothing but their 
horses and, and making liquor and chewing tobacco," and something and all that. In other words, 
he gave me a bleak picture that I'd have a hard time. Okay. When I got there and got those, my 
teachers and these children, I visited every parent in Eureka Hollow, the white. And we had a 
Plymouth car, and my husband came-. And when I left, it was loaded down with vegetables and all. 
Had-, got along fine with those children. And some of those, there was a lady there in Kimball, 
writes me eve1y birthday, says how she felt. Because those white children up Eureka Hollow were 
neglected at Keystone-Eclfman, at Keystone, where all white teachers, because of their class. You 
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all follow me? And, and those parents down there were happy. Said they were just-.... And I didn't 
have any trouble. 
AB: How do you spell Eureka, Eureka Hollow? 
SS: E-u-r-e-k-a, E-u-r-e-k-a. 
AB: Mmm-hmm. So you didn;t have any problems with integration when it occurred? 
SS: I certainly did not, mmm-hmm. 
RW-N: On what basis did you pick teachers to go-, to leave your school to go to the white school? 
How did you decide that? 
SS: First, I studied their personality. And I said, ''Now, this person"--cause sometimes our people 
are very sensitive. And I selected them first on their personality. Because I had talked to the white 
principal. And then, and their knowledge, you know, if they're able to cope. And that's-those were 
two things, their personality and knowledge, whether they're able to cope. 
RW-N: And what did-, if you remember this, what did you think would make them be able to cope? 
What kinds of things did you look for in them? 
SS: I, I :figured if uh, if they had ... [recorder beeping] I talked at first, their principal, Mr. Ramsey, 
see, I talked with him first. I, I gave him a background of my teachers, that he would receive in order 
for him to know how to cope with it. He, in turn, gave me the background of the four whites he sent 
me. And he was right cause I had one white, she, she just, she never did cope. She couldn't stand 
the black children. And she had the first grade and I had a problem there, working with her and all. 
But I knew what to do. And that's the way, the principal and I got together first. And that's, that's 
the basis, the way I [inaudible]. 
RW-N: And then did you ask those women if they would be willing to go, (SS: Oh yeah) or did you 
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just say, "You have to go"? 
SS: No, no, I didn't do that. I called them in one by one, and told them what's happening. And we're 
gonna have to-, and they're gonna send me so many and all. And uh, they agreed. They said, just 
said, "Miss Slaughter, if we start having problems, can we tell you?" And I said, "Yeah, you just 
come to me and I'll talk to Mr. Ramsey and work it out." But they got along nicely. 
RW-N: Did you have a good working relationship with Mr. Ramsey? 
SS: Oh, lovely, oh, yes I did. Our relationship was so good. I retired before he did. And one day, 
I, I did a little uh, I did a little substitute teaching, retired. And he called me to come down there and 
substitute for him. I went down and I substituted in the sixth grade, a Miss Kirby, who is dead now. 
And he would come in, he'd tell those teach-, said, "She's a fine principal, boys and girls," said, 
"You're gonna have to behave yourself," you know. But I had to change my attitude a little, working 
with-, because they were just, they were 5th graders. And, and I pedal along. Now I-remember 
I was a classroom teacher before I had experience as a principal. So I knew how to cope with them. 
But Mr. Ramsey, we got along just, just fine. And at 12 o'clock we had a physical ed program. 
Well, a physical ed teacher would come in twice a week. But the teacher, classroom teacher, would 
have to take the other three days. Well, the days that we had to have the physical ed, I had me-, I 
was small then and I had a little figure; I had me a physical ed suit, you know, skirt and all, and when 
time to go out to take 'em down, but I could put this skirt around; I was going- but it fastened. I 
was going down the steps one day and this man said, "Oh, Miss Slaughter, you going out dressed like 
that to have physical ed with the children?" I said, "Oh, I'm prepared." And I just, just threw this 
skirt on and he saw the shorts and it just tickled him to death. Well, the bottom line, we had a lovely 
relationship. He, he has passed. And every time he'd see me, we 'd talk about how he enjoyed 
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working with me. 
END TAPE 1 - SIDE 1 
BEGIN TAPE 1 - SIDE 2 
AB: Mrs. Slaughter, there was a black teachers' organization in West Virginia. Were you a member 
of that organization? 
SS: Oh, yes. I uh, it was called the Mercer-McDowell County Teachers' (AB: Roundtable) 
Roundtable. And I gave, you got a program there where I was the president once. And then, I 
believe .. .! don't know, no, I think I gave you a program of the musical festival that we had. We used 
to have in McDowell County. Cleo Whittico was the leader---of course, she's dead. And we had 
what you called in McDowell County, School Men's Club. I'll show you that before you all leave. 
And uh, we, we, the School Men's Club would foster this musical festival. It was a grand affair. And 
one year when the superintendent, Mr. Bryson, got up to make remarks, he said "Well, I, I didn't 
know we were gonna have a School Men's Club with a lady president." (AB: chuckle) But uh, then 
I was president of what was called the Mercer-McDowell Roundtable. And right now, I don't know 
what happened. There's some money somewhere, but see, everything went out. I don't know how 
you .... 
AB: Well, that organization was a part of the larger state teachers' organization. Mr. Dickason was 
the chair at one time. 
SS: That's right , that's right. 
AB: Were you a member? Did you ever go to state-wide meetings? 
SS: No, I didn 't , I only attended right here in McDowell and Mercer County. 
AB: What about the NAACP? Was there an NAACP chapter here? 
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SS: Yeah, they had, but it wasn't functioning too much. But it's functioning now. Bluefield State 
College got the NAACP. They have an alumni association. In McDowell County we organized. We 
had one, it went down, but we organized again, mmm-hmm. 
AB: But there was one in the early days? (SS: Early days) Were you a member? 
SS: No, I wasn't a member at that time. 
AB: Mmm-hmm. Uh; Mrs. Slaughter, what year were you-, you said you married in 1935? (SS: 
Uh-huh) And your husband, you had worked with him in the school system? 
SS: Yeah, uh-huh. He uh, when I was, I first started out teaching at Keystone-Eckman, he was 
assistant principal. And every time I look up, he was in my room. And see, I had, I was teaching 
second grade. And it would make me nervous. And he'd sit in the back with his little pad. Of 
course, I thought he was writing, whatever. And next day when recess come, I'd say to the other 
teachers, I'd say, "Did Mr. Slaughter come to you all's room?" They said, "No," say, "come to 
yours?" I said, "Yeah, keep coming to my room." So one day he uh, came and he sat back there and 
he wrote. Well, when he left, he just laid a piece of paper on my desk. And I thought it was 
evaluating me. So when the kids went out to play, I picked it up and looked. And he was asking me 
for a date to take me out to dinner. [laughing] That was something, and then from now on, yeah, that 
was it. 
RW-N: And you said yes, right away? 
SS: Well, not, not then, the next day or so when he came in. He walked up, he said, "Do you have 
an answer?" I said yes, I said yes. I was afraid to say no or whatever. But that's what happened. 
After we maiTied, I talked about that. I said, "You used to make me so nervous. I'd wonder why 
you come in there so much." He said he was just coming in there looking. [laughter] Oh, it's 
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something, yes, ma'am. 
AB: And when did he pass away uh, Mrs. Slaughter? 
SS: He, my husband passed in 19 and 30-, 37, I reckon I have it right. 
AB: Well, that's all right. We'll get that later. So you, you only had a couple of years together then? 
SS: Oh, no uh, we ... wait now. I'm getting confused. We were together ... we had more than a couple 
of years together. Oh, isn't that something? 
RW-N: Well, let's see. You went to Keystone-Eclqman in what, '20? You, you want to tum it off 
for a minute? (AB: No, no) 
SS: Wait a minute .. .let me see ifl...l wished I had ... [pause] 
RW-N: We're looking at a tribute published in the pages of the Bluefield Daily Telegraph, Bluefield, 
West Virginia. 
SS: Here it is, when we married. I think I got it on there. I tell you ... you'll see ... and when he 
passed. 
RW-N: This memorial, obituary is for Edward Boyd, Boyd, B-o-y-d, in parentheses Ned, N-e-d 
Slaughter, funeral services in Mt. Chapel Baptist Church, Keystone, and it is dated June 27th, 1972. 
I'll correct that. Indeed, the obituary's dated that, in the newspaper the death occurred on June 25th, 
1972. 
AB: And the paper that Mrs. Slaughter has handed me has the names, her name and her husband's 
name, Edward Boyd Slaughter, born June 2nd, 1903 , died June 25th, 1972. (SS: Yeah) 
RW-N: Mrs. Slaughter, this paper also says June 24th, 1955 . Would you know what that date is? 
I know you said that you had broken your glasses and were having trouble, having trouble reading 
that. 
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SS: I can't...June 24th, 1955 .. .l'm trying to see ... 19-... bom June 2nd, 1903. That was my 
husband ... and he died June the 25th, 1972. Now, June the 24th, 1955 .. .1 don't know what I've got 
that down for. . .it's some reason. 
RW-N: Uh-huh. But you were married in the 1930's? 
SS: Yeah, I was married in the 1930's. 
AB: I think that that is on the bottom of that page there. Yeah, married June 2nd, 1937. (SS: Yeah) 
And Mrs. Suzanne Slaughter was born in Keystone, West Virginia, February 18th, 1906. (SS: Yes, 
ma'am) So you had 30 year or so with him. 
SS: Yes, I had 30 years or so with him. 
RW-N: And then did your husband work in the uh, school systems for [inaudible; overlapping 
voices] 
SS: Yeah, he, yeah. You know, I told you when I was starting teaching, he was my assistant 
principal. (RW-N: Yes, yes) He finished uh, at Institute. (RW-N: He was a graduate of Institute?) 
Oh, yeah, Charleston. 
AB: West Virginia State, West Virginia State College. 
SS: Yeah, West Virginia State College. 
RW-N: And he, and he stayed an educator his entire-, the rest of his life? 
SS: Uh-huh. Now, he worked in the mines, you know, like in the summertime and all. But his 
profession was, was uh .. . principal, you know, teaching. 
RW-N: And he stayed around this area (SS : Oh, yeah) where he was a principal. (SS: Yeah, he 
stayed .. . ) So yo u were both principals? 
SS: Yeah, right, that's right. 
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AB: In terms of pay, Mrs. Slaughter, were you paid equally with the white principals and teachers 
in this area? 
SS: Well, I, I didn't realize ... no, I wasn't. Not at that time but I thought I was. But I wasn't paid 
equally, mmm-uh. We, that, that, that was a sign of a little discrepancy there. 
AB: Uh, back a moment to the NAACP, there was a early organization of an NAACP chapter in 
McDowell County. (SS:That's right) Was that headquartered in Welch or, or some other place, or 
do you remember? 
SS: Uh, it was Huntington. Headquarters was in Huntington. (AB: Uh-huh) That's where he, 
the---cause Henderson was there, the national president. 
AB: Before Henderson, when, when lawyer Capehart and some of those other people were active 
in the county, do you have any recollections about anything that went on here at that time? 
SS: No, now I, I really don't recall Capehart, lawyer Capehart, or any of thos'e fellows being active 
in the NAACP. They, the active people in McDowell County in the NAACP were Memphis 
Garrison, who moved to Huntington. She's the one who instituted the stamps. 
AB: We were talking uh, Mrs. Slaughter, about the NAACP, and you were saying that Ellis 
Williams ... ? 
SS: Yeah, Ellis Ray Williams in, in Welch. Uh ... now he was, he ended ... we had a Reverend David 
L. Smith, who was my pastor who passed six years ago, he was president once. Then Ellis Ray 
Williams. And Ellis Ray Williams stayed president a long time. Now, the present president is Harold 
Smith of Kimball, West Virginia. That's the president now. But we are not moving progressively as 
we'd like. We can't get our people to come out. Now, we, we were supposed to have-well, one 
thing, last Saturday was a bad time, it was a holiday. People had company and all. But they are 
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moving, moving slowly, but they're moving. 
AB: You spoke of Mrs. Garrison a few moments ago. Did you know Mrs. Garrison? 
SS: I knew her well. Mrnm-hrnm. She lived in Gary. And uh, I lived in Keystone. And uh, but she 
was a wonderful, smart lady, Memphis Garrison. And she belonged to our-, to the AKA sorority. 
But I wasn't a member then. And they always met in Bluefield. Well, at night they, they'd meet on 
Sundays. But coming back, she'd come by and stay at my house because she didn't like driving at 
night. She'd stay all night and get up the next morning and go home. I knew her well. 
RW-N: How did you get to know her? 
SS: Mrs. Garrison? Because she was a teacher (RW-N: Uh-huh) in McDowell County. And we had 
this Mercer-McDowell Roundtable and coming in contact with her. And by her being a member of 
the sorority,;! knew her that way. Yeah, and she was an excellent teacher. 
AB: Were there any other people in this area that stand out as kind of community leaders in your 
mind uh, here? 
SS: Oh, yes, uh, you got Memphis T. Garrison, there was Ida E. Whittico, you know, her husband 
was the editor of the McDowell Times. And he coined a phrase, The Free State of McDowell 
County. I have to tell them that sometimes. And there we had ... Mrs ... who was ... 
AB: Did you know Mrs. Drewery? 
SS: Oh, can't think, honey! You know I know Mrs. Drewery. And she, she's wonderful. You've 
got to hear stories on her, and all .. Yeah, I knew her well. One, one of the best first grade teachers 
I say, in the world. (chuckle) Yes, she was. 
RW-N: Would you spell that name? 
SS: Drewery, D-r-e-w-e-r-y. 
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RW-N: And why did you name her, Ancella, as a, as a leader? 
SS: She was a leader. She, she was the first legislature lady that was elected over in Charleston. 
You know there was a big write-up about her. You, you know that, don't you? 
RW-N: She was the first...(AB: Black woman) black woman elected (AB: in the West Virginia 
legislature) in the West Virginia legislature. 
SS: Yeah, that was elected. Now they had, they had a black woman in there. Her name was Mrs. 
Harper. But she wasn't elected. Her husband passed and she completed his term. But she was the 
first. 
RW-N: And, and Mrs. Harper, her name was spelled H-a-r-p-e-r? (SS: Uh-huh, yeah) So the uh, 
Mrs. Drewery uh, taught with you or taught in these local schools? 
SS: She didn't teach with me, but she taught in this county. (RW-N: Uh-huh, yes) She taught at 
. Northfork. We were all ... but she didn't teach with me. 
RW-N: And she was in the legislature for a long time? 
SS: Yes, she was. 
AB: About six years-, about six terms. [train whistle in background] Uh, do you know Marian 
Jones? Marian Capehart? 
SS: Marian Capehart? Indeed I do. She, I ride with her when we have the LINKS meetings. She 
lives down here in Welch. (AB: Mmm-hmm) Yeah, I know her well. [Note: LINKS is a woman's 
community-oriented organization.] 
AB: And did you know the Greer family? 
SS: From Welch? (AB: From Welch) Uh-huh, I knew the Greer family. Mr. Greer, when uh, when 




RW-N: Was there a family by the name of Johnson who were teachers in Welch? Or a principal? 
AB: Mr. C.E. Johnson, probably. 
SS: Oh, C.E., Clyde Johnson, was-first he was a principal at Maybeury. And then they moved him 
to Keystone-Eckman as principal. Then in later years he became a, a state assistant superintendent. 
And we were very close. I got pictures of him over there, yeah, I knew him well. Mmm-hmm. 
AB: So as far as you can remember, then, the integration of the schools and all went peacefully in 
this area? (SS: Uh-huh) Was there any job loss as far as you know of black teachers or black 
principals? Were there any that they just absolutely could not place in the system? 
SS: No, not that I know of. They placed them. The only thing they had was like in that, one of 
them, they didn't have enough black principals to fit in for the integration. Because if you notice 
there, I was the first black woman principal when they integrated. But no one lost their job. They 
were just shifted here and there. But they didn't lose out. Something when you asked me, and I 
wanted to tell you ... 
RW-N: But some of the principals then could not be principals, is that true? 
SS: Yeah, that's right. Now some of them, as principals, they were what you called, I hate to say 
it, demoted. They, they weren't principals. (RW-N: Yes) Cause uh, the superintendent 
understood-Bryson was one of the best white superintendents we've ever had. Of course, he's dead 
now. But he understood. He knew his principals, his teachers and all. Well, some of them lost out, 
but they got jobs, but they weren't principals. 
RW-N: Do you think that some of the white principals also lost out? 
SS: No, no, they took care of 'em. They took care of 'em. Maybe they sho-, you know how that 
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goes. I don't, I don't want to sound prejudice or anything like that. You know how things go 
sometimes. (RW-N: Yes) But on the whole, I think it moved smoothly. Now, you're not asking me 
this. You're not asking me this. I'm just volunteering to tell you. But from my experience and 
observation of what's going on now, we thought, the blacks, we thought that integration was going 
to really, really improve or help our people. But as things are moving, and I can see the handwriting 
on ... , integration hasn't done too much for our blacks. Now some of 'em going up; see, we, our 
people, we, we, we have to push sometimes. You have to go beyond and, and, and maybe that white 
teacher didn't understand that black child at all. And if you don't get it, that's your fault. But we as 
black teachers, we knew our children, and, and we worked with 'em, one-on-one basis. Now I feel 
deep down in my heart, I could be wrong, integration has not done all that I expected it to do toward 
our people, And not, not the-, it's our fault, too, some of the fault. Because like I told them once, 
I say, "You got the idea-, it's not gonna be handed to you on a silver platter. You got to work." See, 
some of the ideas were a little different when they integrated. And well, so forth, that's it. 
I'm very sorry. Now I'm talking to you people. But don't you know, I don't half see. I like to 
look at people, it's because I don't have, my gla-, my good glasses broke. But I see you. And I hope 
you see me. [ chuckling] 
AB: Absolutely, absolutely. 
RW-N: Could I talk-, could I ask you a little bit more about that uh, when integration occurred, you 
had great hopes for what it would do. 
SS: Oh, yes, oh, yes! 
RW-N: Uh, one of the ways in which black children may have lost out is that they didn't get this 
personal care any more. 
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SS: Yeah, that's right, that's right. 
RW-N: Is there anything else that they lost in that process? I mean, did the schools change to any 
great extent? Did their opportunities to be, be president of the student body or head of the club or 
the cheerleaders ... ? 
SS: That, now that didn't change. If they, if they could meet the criteria to do that, they would. But 
what I'm talking about, as a mass, they were lost in the shuffle like. You see? Individual. See, 
sometimes children have to be worked with one-on-one basis. And these children lost out because 
our children have not, all of them, have the advantage of that white child going, parents taking them 
here and there and they're up on history and all. So they get the idea maybe sometime "Well, they're 
lazy". But they're not lazy. They need to be more-, they have to be motivated. And if you don't take 
time to motivate 'em, they won't act; that's all I'm saying. But now as far as the facilities in the school, 
that, that was there. 
RW-N: Did, did that improve? (SS: Oh, yes) That improved, that part ofit. 
SS: That improved, yeah. Now, that-, see, that was one of the things we said, "Well, now ... " before 
it integrated, you could go to a, to the white principal's school, and they got all the equipment and 
everything. And you would go back to your school, "Well, I don't have this, I don't have that". 
Well, for some reason, I don't know what it was, but I, I reckon, I had my hand in the right man's 
hand. I'd go down there and get what I want. You know, you could get it. Ask. I'd say, "Well, I 
don't have something [inaudible]." And I'd get it in my school. 
RW-N: How did you do that? How did you do that? 
SS: I don't know how I did it. I just did it, I don't know. I'd just go in and tell 'em I want- well, I, 
can't say; it's hard to say how I did it. But, I feel that Mr. Bryson, who has passed now, was, thought 
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that I had something on the ball maybe. And the reason I'm saying it like that, one year uh, they sent 
me, Stewart-I'll name names-Stewart, Allan, Celeste, Carzetta-they sent me four, four brand 
new teachers right at Keystone-Eckman in the junior high. Two, two was in the grade, and two was 
in junior high. And I said to Mr. Johnson, who was the assistant principal, assistant superintendent 
of McDowell County, I said, "Why would," see I had these others ... I said, "Why would you send 
me four just coming out of college?" And they said, "Mr. Bryson said we wanted to place them, said 
we'd like to place them with Miss Slaughter, they'd get a good start." And that's what-now one of 
the fellows lived-, he's a president of a school in Columbus. He has his master's degree, I got letters 
here now from him. The other one lives in Charleston, Celestial Calhoun Harris, she teaches over 
there. Mary Snow was her principal. And· the other one is, uh, the other two live-, teaches in 
McDowell County. They're still teaching. So I guess he had a lot of confidence in me. And I could 
get what I wanted. 
AB: Were you, when you had to go and ask for something at the board or so, were you ever afraid 
or intimidated by ... 
SS: No, no ma'am. No, ma'am I'd just go... You, you'd have to write the requisition, what you 
want, and go down. Now you go in there, they'd say, "Why do you need that, Miss Slaughter?" I'd 
tell them, "Well, I need it." And I got it. I have no complaint to make. 
AB: So you were never timid about (SS: no ma'am) asking for what you needed? 
SS: I was not. And my, my other, some of the other principals, she'd come, "Well, why'd you, how 
did you get that, Sue?" I said, "I asked for it." I said, "You know, the Bible says knock and it shall 
be opened, an answer will be given." I said, "I just ask." That's all. 
AB: What about basketball uh and what-not, sports? Were your students involved in sports at all? 
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SS: Yeah, at Keystone-Eckman. Now in Kimball, in Maybeury I didn't have sports. But at 
Keystone-Ecl(man, when I was principal, believe it or not, I was a coach. Cause the coach was D. C . 
[inaudible name] and he had gotten sick. And I was coaching; we had a good boys' team. And I'd 
stay after school, I didn't know anything about it. But I had a coach in Kimball, I would talk with him 
and he'd show me, tell me what was what. And I'd stay after school. And our boys would win. I 
remember once we took them over to Anawalt to play. And they were doing all right, making- but 
they were being penalized. So during intermission I asked the referee, I asked about, I said, "Why 
do you keep on penalizing our boys?" He said, "Miss Slaughter," he said, ''you tell your boys,"-1 
forgot now what he told me, they were doing something they weren't supposed to do. So I got them 
together, I said, "Now, boys, you don't do this," I said, "Now, watch that." They said, "Yes, ma'am." 
And they didn't and we'd win. Yeah, we had, we had a nice team. And then, to tell you the truth, in 
McDowell County, all over, the athletics was really good. 
AB: Did you have any problem getting equipment for your athletes, balls and uniforms ... ? (SS: No, 
no, I didn't have any trouble) Did they have to use hand-me-down uniforms from the white schools? 
SS: No, we didn't, they didn't have to do that. Now what we did. I had a good PTA. We had, we 
had to buy, my PTA worked, and they bought the uniforms and all. Well, now the board, the board 
really doesn't furnish you, you have to do that yourself, have a project or something. And my PTA 
furnished my children their uniforms. And they had lovely, cheerleaders and all of that. 
AB: What about uh, you were not in, in a high school ever? 
SS: No, not in a high school. (AB: Uh-huh) Mine was elementary and junior high. 
AB: Mm-hmm. Uh, did the black kids participate uh, in things like uh, plays, choir, band, anything 
like that? 
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SS: Oh, yes, oh, yes. They did that. 
AB: And was. that still available to them after they integrated? 
SS: Yes, it was available to them. 
RW-N: Now there were a good number of black students in the integrated schools, is that right? 
SS: Oh, that's right. (RW-N: yes) Mmm-hmm, yeah, that's right. 
AB: What about interracial dating? Was that ever a question in this area? 
SS: Well, I'll say it softly only. They had little problems with that, you know. A little-, few 
problems. But I'm not gonna touch that, I'm not gonna touch that at all. But you know, children-I 
can say this and you can read between the lines-children, like in junior high, you know, at that stage, 
if, if you don't, if you, if you don't teach them prejudice or whatever, they don't pay any attention. 
Somebody's got to cause that. Well, there's somewhere in the junior high, the little black boys got 
stuck on the little white girls, and the little white girls got stuck on the little black boys. And, but it, 
it didn't rest too well with the parents. And that would bring about a little confusion. But yet, some 
of them went on, ended up; I know of two couples that married. But it, it wasn't as smooth as-, no 
use of me telling you that. It wasn't as smooth as you'd think. 
AB: What about the churches in the community? Has there ever been an effort to integrate the 
churches in the community? 
SS: I don't know about ... l...the other chu,- we have a, we have a white couple in our,-a minister and 
his wife and their two young boys. They go to college. We're integrated. Anybody can, 
whoever ... well, we had several join. But we haven't seen them since. But this is regular. But we, 
we down here integrated if they so desire. But all on a whole, it's not integrated. 
RW-N: But your minister is a black person? 
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SS: He's a black person. My minister's black. He lives in uh, Bluefield, Reverend Rogers. 
RW-N: Are there white churches here in this town? 
SS: Oh, yes, there's a Methodist church right down the street here and way down in town on the 
hill, it's a Baptist church, then it's a Presbyterian church. Oh, we got, you know, if, if going to 
heaven, mentioned about the churches, we, Keystone's heaven bound. [chuckle] We got one, two, 
three, four, that's four white ones down in town. Then we got another holiness church, a black 
church there, that's five, church right behind me is six, church across the railroad is seven, and the 
other church is eight. Eight. We got eight churches in this little town, this two-by-four town. Eight 
churches. And if churches meant anything, we're, we're heaven bound. [laughter] 
R W-N: Well, let's see, I have a lot of questions ... 
AB: So, do you have any regrets about spending your life here in Keystone, Mrs. Slaughter? 
SS: I don't have one regret, not one regret. I feel that I've done .. .I'm not bragging, but I've done 
serve. I don't have-. And I have wonderful friends. I don't have to cook. I just, I just fix me a 
breakfast in the mornings. I don't have to cook. Neighbors know I'm a widow. "Miss Slaughter, you 
like so and so?" "Yeah." Un-hmm. 
RW-N: You mean people just bring food in to you? 
SS: Yeah, (RW-N: Uh-huh) sometimes, sometimes I have to share it with somebody else. (RW-N: 
Uh-huh) Yeah, I'm a happy person. I'm really happy, ladies. 
AB: That's wonderful. 
SS: God has been good to me. He's blessed me. 
AB: What do you do about shopping and what-not? Groceries or clothing, or anything like that? 
SS: Well, now, in my younger days I used to go to the mall and shop. But I shop at home. I use 
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the magazines, Essence, and I do my shopping here at home. And then I have friends that will go to 
the store for me. Now, they have a bus, the girl gave me a schedule the other day, said they have a 
bus and take you where you want to go, and you go shopping. But I'm peculiar. I don't like to shop. 
You know, some people like to mill around. lfl'm going, I know what I'm going for. I go to the 
store and get that. So I don't just like riding around like that. 
RW-N: But you do drive, right? I see, I see a car. 
SS: I was driving, (RW-N: You were driving) but I don't drive now because ofmy eyes. I uh, this 
left eye has been, had surgery on it three times, the doctor in Bluefield ruined it. Then they sent me 
to a specialist in Richmond, Reverend Allen. And I've had two surgeries on it. Now, the vision is 
very poor in that eye. I can see, but it's poor. The right eye is doing all right, but I got cataracts. 
So he told nie not to drive, unless it was a real bright day and not long distance, but I get people to 
take me places where I want, and use my car. 
RW-N: How old were you when you first drove a car? 
SS: When I [inaudible],when I first started up, it was, it was a history. I was uh, 70, 80; I was 78. 
(RW-N: When you first ... ) When I first driving a car. And at that time, you'd have to go down, I 
tell you where. I was principal at Kimball Elementary. It was a necessity that-, and you had to go 
down and take the test. You'd have to take the test, and then get in there with the officer and he'd 
drive. Well, the superintendent-a Mr. Romeo was assistant superintendent- and he came to my 
school at Kimball one day, and I said, "You know, Mr. Romeo, I don't drive," and I said, "I got to 
take that test." And I said, "I don't know my memory might not up, answering them questions and 
I may get nervous." He said, "Well, Miss Slaughter," said, "I know one of the ... " [Mrs. Slaughter 
requests this portion of statement be deleted] ... 
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RW-N: Now, you were 78 years of age when you first started to drive? 
SS: Uh-huh, uh-huh. 
RW-N: You were not still working, were you? 
SS: Yeah, yeah, I was working. (RW-N: yes) Well, I'm ahead of the story. See, they extended my 
retirement because this Kimball principal retired. They couldn't get a replacement. (RW-N: I see) 
I was at Keystone-EcKman. My time was supposed to have been up. They called Charleston, Mr. 
Bryson did, and told them what the predicament was and said, "We have one principal that can meet 
the requirement," and it was time for her to retire. And said, "Things can be worked out if you want." 
And I was extended. I worked beyond retirement age. I worked beyond, that's what happened. 
(RW-N: yes) Anyway, so I went down that day, and-which was a coincidence. Listen to this, 
ladies. The young man that was a policeman, state policeman, he was a student the first year they 
integrated and was in my school, but he had grown up and I lost track. And he said, "Is this Miss 
Slaughter?" I said, "Yes." So I got in, and I was driving along. And he said, he said, "Now wait a 
minute. You're going too fast now, you're going too fast." And he was guiding me. And I passed 
it. Well, that evening, it comes out in the Welch paper. Oh, they had a list that long. And my being 
"S," Slaughter, they had it in alphabetically, well, I was the last one, and when people read it, and 
all of them that passed, people was ringing, [laughs] ringing my telephone just like I had killed 
somebody. [laughter] Said, "Lord, Miss Slaughter's passed her test." I was late in life, driving. 
AB: All those other years, though, Mrs. Slaughter, when you had to go back and forth to your job, 
how did you-, how did you get there? 
SS: Oh, l rode with various teachers. One year, now, when I was teaching at Keystone-EcKman, Mr. 
Johnson, Clyde Johnson, lived at Maybeury, he was the principal. But he'd pick me up in the 
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mornmg. And I rode with other people that had cars. That's how I got to work. Mrnm-hmm. 
AB: Uh, you then were principal when they had that system of black assistant superintendents' 
operating. (SS: Yes, yes) How did you find that system? 
SS: Well, I liked it. (AB: Did you like that?) Yeah, I liked it. Because a black assistant 
superintendent understood the black children, and he knew how to cope with situations, if you had 
a problem I liked it. And Clyde Johnson, who is-, he was way beyond what they do now. He was 
an excellent uh, principal. Then he worked up. He became assistant state superintendent. You knew 
him, then, didn't you? 
AB: I knew his son, we were in school together. 
SS: Yeah, Clyde, you knew Clyde, well, bless you. (AB: Clyde Johnson, mm-hmm) Clyde Jr. 
Well, did you know the two girls? You know they had two girls. (AB: No, I didn't) You didn't? 
Well, I declare. I, uh, I haven't-, it's been years now. You, I don't know where Clyde is. Where is 
he? 
AB: I don't know, I haven't heard. 
SS: The last time I talked with Clyde-I got his number-but I couldn't get, he was in uh, 
somewhere way down there in Texas. But I've lost track with Clyde, because his mother died, Bessie, 
and Mr. Johnson, they all passed. 
AB: Uh, what made you decide to go to New York to-, for graduate work? 
SS: Uh, number one reason I went, they didn't have-, we didn't have the universities here in West 
Virginia. See, you didn't have like they have over there now. And that's number one, that's one 
reason. And the second reason, I had a friend, a sorer of mine, her name was Gregory. Her dad was 
a preacher, Reverend Gregory, he lived in Kimball. And she was going to New York, going to 
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school, and I was just talkng to her about it. She said, "Suzanne, you will like it." I said, "Well, now, 
what about Columbia?" you know, in New York. She said, "Well, that's all right, but you'll like New 
York." I said, "Well, I'll decide to go." And then you could get-, see, by being out of state, I'd get 
a step-in, you know, and all. And that's why I went to New York. But now, if they'd had the 
universities right around here at home, I would have gone there, because I bought the bank down 
there. Because I'd have to-, the only thing about your money at that time, uh, three summers, you 
didn't get any checks. You went without money the whole three summers. You didn't make enough 
to spread it over. Well, every summer, I'd have to go to First National Bank and borrow to make the 
ends meet, you see. And the [inaudible], Mr. Christian-he's dead now-one day I went in there and 
he said, uh, "Suzanne?" I said, "Yeah, Mr. Christian," said, "How do you like," they had renovated, 
the bank had some beautiful drapes and all. Said, "How do you like those ... ?" [inaudible] "How 
do you like-" I said, "How do I like 'em?" I said, "I like 'em all right, I bought 'em, my interest did." 
[chuckles] They just died laughing. Because when you borrow, you got to pay that interest. So 
that's the story of that. That's why I went. 
AB: When you went to New York, coming from a black school in West Virginia, did you feel out 
of place or intimidated or that you couldn't keep up or anything like that? 
SS: No, I didn't feel that I couldn't keep up, but I was a little leery, a little intimidated; you know, 
I had to get accustomed to the situation. And uh, because there, they nobody paid any attention to 
you, the color of the skin. It's what you were doing. So I got along nicely. And believe it or not, 
you know, in the classes you don't have-, you have numbers. And one class, the teacher was I've 
forgotten, a Jew. And it was a big class. But I sat on the front row between three nuns. Was two 
on one side and one on the-, and I'm in the middle. And they was smart as tacks. And of course, that 
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helped me, too. And we, we were, became good friends and all. And this teacher, he was a Jew, 
his name was Mr. Raub. One day we had numbers-so I've forgotten my number now-but he calls 
a number. He said, "I'd like to see number," I'll say 444, [inaudible] and I got so scared and I said, 
"What have I done now?" So, he wanted to see me after the class. And everybody left. He said, 
"Now," he called me by my name, he said, "I'd like for you to be my librarian." You see, the school 
was so big, they wanted to bring books up there in that classroom so they'd be able to go and pick 
out the books. Said, "Would you be the librarian?" I said, "Yes sir, you tell me what you want me 
to do." Well, he told, get, catalog b-. And I was the librarian for ... well, that made, made me be 
somebody. "Oh, we want a book, Suzanne," and all of that. So I was happy there. 
AB: Where did you live while you were there? 
SS: I lived in the dormitory on the campus. I lived on the campus. (AB: And you were there three 
summers?) Yeah, I went three summers. I had to-, one summer I had to miss. My husband got real 
sick and I didn't go. And ah, but I liked it. I always-and the thing about it, this is personal, my 
teacher, Mr. Raub, who was a Jew, he gave a big party for his class. And I'd never been to where you 
have these cocktails and all that, and this big party and all. So everybody was up there, you know, 
those, those New York people getting their cocktails and drink, he came over to me and said, "Don't 
you want to get you a cocktail?" I said, ''No, I'll take a soda." [chuckles] So I went up, and he 
talked with me and all and then we danced. And he found out, he kinda liked me. [laughter] And he 
come tell me. He said, "Now, if you'll come back here, I'll see that you get a job." You know, for 
your .... I said, "I'm a married lady." I said, "My husband," I said, "I'm married, I can't come here." 
I'd like to have had a job there. I said, "I can't come here." He said, "Well, just bring your husband 
along, he said, "Everything be-" I said, "No." I put on airs, you know. I said, "No, I couldn't do 
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that." But I [inaudible]. You know, I knew what the story was, I said no. But I got along fine there. 
I really did. 
RW-N: Help me with something that I'm confused about. When you graduated from Bluefield, it 
was a two-year normal degree, right? 
SS: Yeah, two years. And two year normal, mmm-hmm. 
RW-N: And how did you go from that degree to the master's degree? 
SS: Well, see, each summer, each summer I'd go back to Bluefield State College until I got my B.S. 
degree there. And after I got it from Bluefield State, that's when I matriculated in New York U. 
RW-N: Do you know when you got your bachelor's degree from Bluefield State? 
SS: 1940. 
RW-N: Okay. And, and then you didn't go right away to NYU after that, right? 
SS: No, I didn't go, I didn't go, I didn't go right away. I taught a good little while before I did that. 
RW-N: Yes. And then you started to go (SS: Yes) in summers. And then you did it in three 
summers? 
SS: Yeah, mmm-hmm. 
RW-N: So if you got that master's degree in '65, you were going to New York in the summers of 
the early 1960's. 
SS: Mmm-mm. No, it was around in the '50's. According to you-you, you looked at that? (RW-
N: Mmm, yes) Mmm-hmm. (RW-N: Okay, okay) Something like that. Anyway, I went. 
RW-N : Yes, and, and you went just before you got the-, the three summers just before you got a 
degree you were going up there. (SS: Yeah, that's right, mmm-hmm) 
AB: Now, you chose to get that master's degree in administration. So you, by that time, had been 
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serving as a principal. So you had, I guess, pretty much decided that's what you wanted to do. 
SS: No. I must be [inaudible]. No, I hadn't been serving as a principal when I got that degree. But 
just for some reason, I chose that. Child development and administration. And then when, when that 
was over, I became a principal. I know one of the principals asked me did I have-said, "Were you 
trying to uproot me?" I told him, "No, I wasn't thinking about that." 
AB: Was it unusual for a woman to think about being a principal? 
SS: Uh ... no. In McDowell County, we had a, before it integrated, you had a lot oflady principals. 
RW-N: These teaching principals? (SS: Teaching principals; they were teaching principals) In small 
schools. 
SS: Small schools. (RW-N: yes) They were-, I can just name who they are. I had, I had a friend 
Mary, Charlotte, Pearl, okay, there was about ten, ten black teaching principals going to the sixth 
grade. And in that ten, I, I, I never was a principal. And someone said to me one time, said, "Miss 
Slaughter, it's a wonder you wouldn't be a principal." I was just a classroom teacher. I said, "Well, 
I hadn't thought about no principal." But we had, we had around about I know ten or twelve lady 
black teacher principals, but, as far as the sixth grade. Mmm-hmm. 
AB: So that wasn't unusual then? 
SS: No, it wasn't unusual. Now, the unusual thing when, when I became the first black lady principal 
of the integrated schools. Cause they didn't have a man or, black man nor a white man to take the-, 
to do it. 
RW-N: Do you think that if they had had a black man, you wouldn't have gotten that job? The black 
man would have gotten it? 
SS: You know, I don't know. Uh ... no, I believe I was set to get that, I'll tell you why. There was a, 
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what's his name? John H. Franklin, who was the principal of Kimball High School, and he was an 
outstanding principal. Mr. Bryson thought the sun set in him and all. Did you know him? 
AB: I know the name. He was the president of the state teachers' association one time. 
SS: All right. Well, now, if--you listening to me? If it had been that, he, if that's what they wanted, 
he would have gotten it. I just think maybe, I don't brag, maybe I merited it, I don't know. Because 
he, he would have been the only one in line there, was John H. Franklin. And then you know after 
he retired he didn't ertjoy life, not a day? (AB: Is that right?) He was sick the whole time. Then after 
he died, his wife didn't live but two years afterwards, waiting on him. He didn't enjoy his.... But he 
was an excellent principal, excellent principal. 
AB: Uh, did you know Dr. P.A. Williams? 
SS: Did I know him? Indeed I did! I made a [inaudible] at his home for his mamma. They lived in 
Kimball. I knew him well. We were very close. Yes, I did. I have his, I have the program here of 
his uh, death, you know, [inaudible] It would be in them books or somewhere I got it. Yeah, I knew 
him well. (SS: Mm-hmm) And his mamma, and his sister, and all of them. I'm, I'm just an old, old 
somebody been here. My memory's [inaudible] because I'm getting mixed up in my facts. That's why 
I said when you all come back, and I'll take-, I'll have everything straightened out. I may be 
[inaudible]. 
RW-N: Well, it's pretty easy to get dates mixed up, I think. (SS: Yeah) Yes. How was this 
community changed, from the time you were a young girl in it, in, or like in your teenage years? How 
has it changed? Was it a boom town in those days? 
SS: It was a boom town then. But it's changed now because people aren't as, as sociable and 
community-like as they were. We're, we're-, in those days, everybody was concerned about the other 
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person's problem, and considerate. But now, everybody is about themselves. And of course, you 
know, with things like they are now, this dope and all, it's just changed a lot. I, I have been 
mistreated, as nice as I've been, because of children on dope coming in and taking from me and that 
kind of stuff. So, it's changed. Oh, the community's changed. Now you could-, I could go to bed 
and leave my doors unlocked. Think nothing about it. I lock my doors in the daytime now. Drastic 
change, drastic. 
RW-N: Okay. We'll stop for today, if it's okay with you. All right? (SS: Whatever) Is there 
anything else you'd like to add before we .. . 
SS: If it's okay with you all, you can stop or you can stay. [laughter] I don't, I don't have anything 
at all but some cold water. 
RW-N: Oh, no, no, we're fine. 
END OF TAPE 1-SIDE 2 
BEGIN TAPE 2-SIDE 1 
AB: Ancella Bickley speaking. This is a continuation of the interviews with Mrs. Suzanne Slaughter 
in Keystone, West Virginia. Today is June 9th, 1998, Rita Wicks-Nelson and Ancella Bickley 
interviewing. 
RW-N: Mrs. Slaughter, you said that you prepared some materials for us that you'd like to look at, 
and we'd be very happy to look at them. You want to share those with us first today? 
SS: Yes, I will. I'd like for you to see that (RW-N: Uh-huh). And I've gotten dumber. . .!, I have 
there the years on the right side, (RW-N: Oh) first, you notice the start of it , Keystone-Ecl(man. But 
that was uh, that was, Maybeury was my first principal-.... Do you understand what I have there? 
RW-N: Did you number these 1, (SS: Yeah, now look) 2, 3, 4? Uh-huh. 
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SS: This is, this is what I did. This uh, is number 3, Keystone-Ecl(man Junior High. (RW-N: Right) 
That's when I went back as principal there (RW-N: yes) from '59 to '69, and I was there 10 years. 
(RW-N: Okay) And then, the first was number 1, Maybeury Elementary, '50 to '55. I was five years. 
And then number 3, Elkhorn-when she typed it, she didn't put the-Elkhorn Elementary from-, you 
all have to help me because I have eye trouble. (RW-N: '56 ... ) to '58,just two years. And then, and 
Kimball Elementary see, (RW-N: yes) was, that was number 4 after Keystone-Eckman, was from '70 
to '72. I was there three years. Now, what I want to explain, I put here, I put a one here. My first 
year, when I started teaching, I started at Keystone-Ee.Kman Junior High as an elementary teacher 
(R W-N: Yes), as an elementary teacher at junior high. And that's when, and then after I taught there, 
uh, that period, then that's when they moved me to Maybeury as the principal. And my, let me see, 
I have it he-, my number, it totals up my number of years is teaching is 45, 45 years of experience 
teaching. Now, here I wrote this off ... my first teaching experience was at Keystone-Eckman Junior 
High School-it was elementary, too. I uh, grades, first, first of the grades in that junior high was 
first through ninth. I taught first and second and fourth grades, not consecutively though. But our 
principal had a program or project that he'd move you. If you taught in the, they'd move you down 
to the first grade. And he was experimenting. So, and I started (RW-N: 1927) I started 1927. And 
this is where I couldn't, couldn't subtract. And from there, I went to Maybeury in 1950. So how 
many years did I ... ? 
RW-N: Oh, so you were a long time at Keystone Elementary (SS: Keystone, as an elementary 
teacher) as an elementary teacher. (SS: Mmrn-hmm) So you went there in 1927 (SS: started, uh-
huh) and you stayed until 19 .. . 
SS: Uh, stayed until 19-, because, look at '50 when I started. Maybe I just... 
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RW-N: In 1950. 1950, okay. 
SS: No, I was in Maybeury in 1950. 
RW-N: 1949. (SS: Yeah, 1949) Yeah, okay. Then you went to Maybeury in 1950, thereabouts. 
SS: Mmm-hmm, I got it on there for you. 
RW-N: Okay. So you were in-, you did indeed, you were an elementary teacher for a good number 
of years, (SS: yes) from 1927 until 1949. Okay, that does make ... that does add up more, in terms 
ofuh, when you became a principal in Maybeury then, had you already begun some of your graduate 
work in New York? 
SS: Yes, I was, I was, I would go in the summer. I was doing my graduate work in uh, during the 
summer period. 
RW-N: And you were doing some of that while you were an elementary teacher? 
SS: Yeah, while I was an elementary teacher, I did that while I was an elementary teacher. 
RW-N: And you met your husband, of course, during those early years at Keystone? (SS: Yes) 
You went in 1927, and you married in '37? (SS: That's right) Okay. So ten years later. And was 
he at that school all of that time, as the assistant principal? 
SS: Yeah, he was there. In fact, he taught before I even got out of college. And he was the assistant 
principal, uh-huh. 
RW-N: So he was a handful of years older than you were? 
SS: Yes, yes, he was three years older. 
RW-N: Oh, is that all? 
SS: That's right, three years older. 
RW-N: Oh, that's right, yes, because he was born in 1903, I think, yes. Okay. 
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SS: I don't know whether that would be ... interesting ... 
AB: Mrs. Slaughter is sharing with us uh, some information, written information about her, life and 
experiences. 
RW-N: Would you explain this to me, please? Is it...is this S-o-r-o-r? 
SS: Soror, that's my soroity; we called ourselves Sorors. 
AB: A designation, instead of "Miss." 
RW-N: Instead of Miss. The designation ofSoror. 
SS: Soror, mmm-hmm, that's about my Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority. 
RW-N: What we're reading from, and I'm at when I was asking about that word, is a little synopsis 
ofuh, some of the activities of Mrs. Slaughter. And it says, "Soror Suzanne M. Slaughter," and I did 
not know what that first uh, name or word, I guess it was an address, was. It's S-o-r-o-r. Now, are 
we to keep these? 
SS: Yes, you, you keep those. 
RW-N: Do you need us to make copies of them and send them back, or do you have copies? 
SS: Yeah, yeah, no, I have, if you, if it's not too much trouble, you make copies of that and send 
it back to me. (RW-N: Okay, okay) I'm not in a hurry for it. 
RW-N: Okay, we'll do that. 
SS: Now, when you here before, you asked me something concerning the coal. Well, I have on here 
uh, papers of, issues of-, I'll get 'em, let you see them. (AB: Let me get them because I've got you 
strapped up.) [ AB referring to the mic clipped on SS] Oh, all right. You see all the newspapers, you 
see, you see those? Just keep-pick that up. (AB: All right) Keep on 'til you pick up-there's more 
newspapers there. I meant to organjze it. You see, that's about the coal. 
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AB: Mmm-hmm. Okay. Mrs. Slaughter has shared with us some newspapers with articles about 
black miners in southern West Virginia coal fields. I note that one of these articles is written by uh, 
Mrs. Jesse Thomas. 
SS: Yeah, Soror Jesse Thomas. She's my uh, soror; lived in Gary. 
AB: I know her son. 
SS: Mmm-hmm. Well, you see, I helped her to get that information together. I contacted the miners 
here in Keystone. And we got the pictures and all. We worked together on that. 
AB: These are really ... really fine articles. I'll look at them in a little bit. 
SS: I may say-you don't want to waste a lot-you can take those all with you, and then when 
you're through, you can put 'em in a manila envelope and mail them back to me. (AB: All right) 
Because you wouldn't have time to look through all of that. (RW-N: yes) 
AB: Thank you. 
SS: That's what you do. Would you mind handing me that little black folder right there? I want you 
to see something. You see on the outside there. I want you to see this picture. That's when I was 
principal. I'm in the red. And those are my teachers. 
AB: Mrs. uh, Slaughter has shared with us a folder ofuh, pictures. (SS: When I became principal) 
Called class groups, 1963 to 1964. And the first picture is a group of teachers with Mrs. Slaughter 
seated. And uh, there are teachers. And what school was this, Mrs. Slaughter? 
SS: That's Keystone.Eckman. (AB: Keystone.Ecltman) See, that's when I went back from 
Maybeury to be the principal. And over there, you'll see all the classes. 
RW-N: And this was- now the schools had been integrated, right? 
SS: No, the schools weren't integrated yet. 
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RW-N: Oh, they were not integrated yet. 
SS: They were not, no, they weren't integrated. 
RW-N: Okay. And it looks like you have oh, I don't know ... is there one-, would you say there's one 
white teacher there? 
SS: No, no, that's, that's ... [overlapping voices] (RW-N: They're all black; it's not integrated.) (AB: 
They're all black teachers.) It wasn't, it was not integrated yet. 
AB: That's a lovely looking group of teachers, Mrs. Slaughter. Everybody is so well dressed. And 
you're fairly well dressed there, too! (RW-N: That's true, very much) Yes. 
SS: You know what, one of the girls up in the junior high schoo~ they didn't have recess like we had, 
and she'd always want to come down to see what I had on. [ chuckling] Louise McClanahan, she's 
retired now. She's very immaculate and all. And we brag on her. They said- she says, "Well, I got 
it from Mrs. Slaughter." Now you'll see all the classes and the teachers in there. That was a nice 
[inaudible]. 
RW-N: We're thumbing through the folder now, class after class, uh, of students with their teachers. 
There seems to be any place from maybe 20 and more, uh .... 
AB: That was a pretty good size school, it seems, Mrs. Slaughter. 
SS: Oh, it was. It was a large school; it was right down--course they knocked the windows out. 
You know how they do. But it was one of the nicest schools in McDowell County. And Mr. 
George Bryson would come to me, the superintendent, he said, "Oh, Mrs. Slaughter, you have such 
, 
a clean school and lovely plackets and pictures." He, he admired my school. 
RW-N: Some of these classes seem to be 32, 35 students. (SS: Yeah, they were) All the kids are 
marvelously dressed up. I don't know if they (SS: yeah) came to school that way all the time, but 
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they look marvelously dressed up and smiling for their pictures. 
AB: Very nice. 
SS: And I have this book here. It's called uh, and you all'll have to help me cause-what's on the 
outside, it says ... 
AB: "McDowell County History." (SS: Yeah uh, and) Mrs. Slaughter is sharing with us. 
SS: You see where I've started about Keystone? (AB: Yes) I was just checking. 
RW-N: This book was published in uh ... copyright 1959, and tells the story of the county, but on 
page 34 there is a section called "Keystone". Uhm, according to this book, Keystone is a town of 
about 2,000 population, counting the surrounding areas as a coal town on U.S. Route 52. And there 
are various pictures of the cleaning plant, the installation of the Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates 
serves tne Keystone mine and is the largest mine of its type in the Pochahontas field. And then there 
is the Keystone City Council, looks to me like-let's see, one-there's about 6 men in this picture. 
At least 2 of whom are black-, black men. And it names in this not-very-long description, "other 
prominent"-I'm reading from the book now-"other prominent negroes have included AL. 
Calhoun, the father of Stewart Calhoun, assistant prosecuting attorney in McDowell County, Dr. G. 
N. Marshall, and J.K. Smith, sometimes called 'jail robber', in recognition of his prowess as a defense 
lawyer. SheriffE. W. Dye makes his home at Keystone." Other people are named as well: "Ira J. 
Bartlow, once attorney general of West Virginia, began his law practice at Keystone, county clerk 
Bernard Woodyard, and assessor Henry Bernard. Samuel Christie once lived in Keystone." 
AB: Uh, Mrs. Slaughter, this article mentions Dr. G.N. Marshall. Was he a medical doctor? 
SS: Yeah, he was a medical doctor. He was a black doctor too. 
AB: And he practiced here? 
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SS: Yeah. And he lived right up the street. Wonderful doctor. 
AB: He's now deceased? 
SS: Oh, yeah, he's deceased. All, all of those that you read in here, they're deceased. If you don't 
mind again, I want you to pick up something else. I'm just remembering some of the things you asked 
me before. That, that, that right there, get that, un-huh. And uh, that's coal heritage, you may not .... 
And let me see, see what that is right there. I mean, I believe that's something ... yeah, well, I think 
you've got that. And, oh yeah, this is from .. yeah, I'd like for you to see that. You know, you asked 
me about our mayor of the city (AB: Yes), and uh, I told you he uh; it'll show you, he served his year, 
look on the program there, he served three terms, I think the way I have it there. 
AB: Uh, I knew Stewart Calhoun's daughter, Carol. 
SS: She lives, she's in California now. 
AB: She's in California now, uh-huh. And did you know Stewart and A.L Calhoun as well? 
SS: Oh, yeah, I knew them well. 
AB: Uh-huh. And did they live right around here somewhere? 
SS: Uh, Stewart, Stewart Calhoun lived right down the street in this, one of those big, big brick 
homes. One of the old-fashioned but lovely. And his, his daddy, AL. Calhoun, that you all reading 
about, (AB: Mmm-hmm) his daddy left him that home. 
AB: So was his father a miner or...? 
SS: No, no, he wasn't a miner. Now you, I gave you a book to read (AB: right) And, and, and you, 
somewhere if you read it, you read about AL. Calhoun. 
AB: That he was in, in the business in Cinder Bottom. 
SS: Yeah, yeah, mmm-hrnm. Something similarly. So uh, but I knew them well. 
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RW-N: These are more materials Mrs. Slaughter is sharing with us. This was written by the mayor 
of Keystone, dated August 11th, 1989. And it is a letter written to Mr. Randy Daniel, the project 
manager in Charleston, where the mayor is saying, "We feel our population warrants the following 
business establishments, through the economic development program." And then he has a list here. 
And then the other part of the letter, it lists their past contributions from this town. He mentions the 
weekly newspaper, the McDowell Times, edited by the late Matthew Thomas Whittico. Uh, the 
phrase, "Free State of McDowell" originated by this man. The next paragraph, and I will read it, 
"Mrs. Suzanne Slaughter has lived in Keystone all of her life and must be commended for the many 
successes laid to her credit. The first black woman teacher to become the first black woman school 
principal in McDowell County. It is a great contribution to the city of Keystone to still have her live 
here as oAe of the oldest citizens". Um, the letter finishes by mentioning Mayor Samuel L. Johnson, 
Keystone's first black mayor in the city's history. He's very hopeful, even enthusiastic about all of 
these proposals becoming reality for a renewed and revitalized city. And this is signed by Samuel L. 
Johnson, the mayor. We also have here a reception, and this is, this is a program for a reception for 
mayor and city officials, Friday, March 6th, 1992. Some kind of a ceremony, a city ceremony, I guess 
that's it. 
SS: Mrnm-hrnm. And here, you might look on the outside what it says and where that mark is, is 
the information on me. 
AB: Mrs. Slaughter has just handed us a book entitled "Welch and It's People", written by Rose R. 
Marino. 
RW-N: It is a sizable book filled with biographical sketches, I guess of the local people. And on 
page 360 is Slaughter, [inaudible] Suzanne. And there are 4, 4 or 5 paragraphs describing the life of 
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Mrs. Slaughter. We have much of this information about her education. She married Edward B. 
Slaughter, a McDowell County teacher. She taught and served as principal for 45 years at Keystone-
Ecttman Junior High, and Maybeury and Kimball elementary schools. In 1965, I'm sorry, yeah, '65, 
'66, the schools integrated and she was chosen the first woman black principal, in 1972 her husband 
died and she retired. She was a member of the Mt. Chapel Baptist Church, and superintendent of the 
Sunday School. She belonged to the Links of Southern West Virginia, Theta Lambda Omega 
Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, Linley Lake Council of St. Luke, Lodge 222, McDowell 
County NAACP, National, State and County Education Associations of Retired Teachers. She was 
a leader of the first black girl scout troop in McDowell County, 18-, sorry, 1983. She is a member 
of the Tri-District Communication Health Services Board of Directors, the Advisory Board of the 
Tri-District !Lung Clinic, a member of the Elk Rescue Squad Board, and the Region One Housing and 
Planning Board. Let me put this heavy book over here. 
SS: I'll take it. 
RW-N: Okay, thank you. 
SS: Set it on the floor. (AB chuckling) 
RW-N: Uh, Mrs. Slaughter, uhm, can you tell us when you wrote this loving tribute to your 
husband? 
SS: Uh ... 
RW-N: It's, I'll read it first, all right? (SS: Okay) It says, "In loving memory of my husband, 
Edward Boyd Slaughter, 1903-1972." Perhaps we could also take this and copy it? (SS : You can 
take it, mmm-hmm) Will you trust us with that? 
SS: That was an ad for our, for our Kimball High School Alumni Association. And I bought an ad; 
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it was a hundred dollars a page. (RW-N: Un-huh) And I've, I've used it. 
RW-N: Okay. Uh, I will not read everything into it. (SS: No) It does say that Mr. Slaughter was 
educated in the public schools of McDowell County. Later he attended Bluefield State College and 
West Virginia State College in Institute, West Virginia. He was a retired teacher, having taught in 
the public schools of McDowell County for a number of years. And then it also lists several of the 
organizations he belonged to. "Sadly missed by wife, Mrs. Suzanne McClain Slaughter, Class of 
1925." We will include this within the materials uh, that will go with Mrs. Slaughter's tapes. 
SS: Okay. 
AB: Is that one another one that you wanted to share with us, Mrs. Slaughter? 
SS: No, this was when I was introducing our Mayor, Samuel Johnson; it's not necessary. 
AB: Mrs. Slaughter, that ad that we just read, was for the Kimball High School reunion (SS: Yes, 
Mrnm-hmm). And, and it said class of 1925, so that was the year that you graduated from high school 
(SS: Kimball High School, uh-huh). Uh, and did you go to Bluefield that fall of 1925? (SS: Yes, I 
did) And you took uh, and you graduated with the two-year degree, the normal certificate? (SS: 
That's right) What year? 1927? 
SS: Nineteen twenty-seven, that's when I started teaching, mmm-hmm. 
AB: Uh, you said that you worked while you were at Bluefield. Uh, what did you do? 
SS: I worked in the laundry. I uh, run the machine for the linens and bed; that paid my board. 
RW-N: And this was the laundry at the college? 
SS: At Bluefield State College. I worked, it paid my board. 
AB: Did you do that for the full two years? (SS: I did.) Was your family able to provide any help 
at all for you while you were there? 
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SS: Oh, yes, she, my mother-see, my mother married; Walter Wright was my step•daddy. And 
every now and then they would send me some money. But that's why I had to work. My parents 
were just-my step•daddy was a coal miner, poor people, didn't have all, didn't have the advantage 
of scholarships and what you have now. So, but they did provide for me. I, I was well dressed and 
fed. Of course, you know, I was up there in the college, you know. The peculiar thing I would like 
to say, when I was in Kimball High School, you know that you have an annual. I, I meant to bring 
and show you that. I have it there. But you say what you're gonna do , what's your plans. And I had 
said I wanted to be a nurse. Definitely I wanted to be a nurse. Okay. We have a hospital in Kimball, 
and that nurse was named Miss Griffith, and when I graduated I had told her I wanted to be a nurse 
and showed the grades. So she helped me to send my application to Freedmen in Washington, D.C. 
I was accepted, and uh, they sent the letter back and told me everything I'd have to have. I 
remember my mother bought material, I'd have to have so many aprons with the band that wide, and 
the hem so wide, in, in going into this training. But-which I don't hold my step•father accountable 
for his attitude-he said to my mother, "Annie, nurses,"-which is sad to say-"nurses, they're not, 
not good people," you know, he talked as though a nurse, if you're a nurse, you didn't have much 
character. And he kind of indocrinated. And of course, she wanted to get along with her husband. 
Right then and there she-, he changed her mind. So one evening she said to me, she says, "Honey," 
said, "you uh, Mr. Wright doesn't want you to go to Washington to be a nurse." You know, I'mjust 
coming out of high school, and he felt that I was k.ind of young and all. And said, "But he's gonna 
help you." Said, "You go up to Bluefield State Co llege." Well, I cried. I grieved about that. My 
mind was set on being a nurse. But time to enter Bluefield State College, I went. But] , I went wit h 
a negative attitude. And I stayed up there. So one day- the president was TVlr., Mr. Dickason. Have 
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you heard of Mr. Dickason? He sent for me to come to his office. That was after the first semester, 
· and the grades ... And he sat back. He said, uh, "Suzanna?" I said, "Yes, Mr. Dickason." Said, 
"Now when you left Kimball High you had some good grades, you were a top student. And you 
aren't working up to your full capacity here." Said, "What's the problem?" And I said, "Oh, Mr. 
Dickason, I'm just up here because my parents sent me, and they told me if I'd come one year, they 
were gonna let me go to Washington. I want to be a nurse." Well, see, he could-.... He said, "Well, 
listen, young lady, if your parents sent you up here, they sent you up here to stay. So you forget 
about that nurse and get down to brass tacks and bring your grades up." So, so I did that. And as 
far as nursing, that passed. So I, I sit back and I wonder, I said God moves in mysterious ways. 
Maybe my calling was a teacher. Although, I like serving humanity, and I just had always wanted to 
be a nurse.i That's a little story. 
AB: Was it, was it always that your mother and step-father wanted you to have education beyond 
high school? Or did they ever say to you, "Stay here in (SS: No) Keystone, get a job?" 
SS: No, no, no, my mother-I think when you were here before, I told you my mother, when she 
was a young girl, they lived on the farm. She told me so often. And you would have to come out 
of school, work in the, in the fields. And she would be talking to her, she told me this, she said, 
"When I marry, and if I have any children," said, "I'm gonna work and see that my child goes to 
school and get an education." And she, and that's what she did. And she wanted that. And my step-
daddy was just as nice. He just had that peculiar attitude about being a nurse. And then he was 
saying- I give him credit. See, I'm young, I'm just coming out of high schoo~ and to leave home in 
a big city like that. He had all kind of ideas, you know, he didn't know what would happen. 
AB: So, as a girl, I mean, did it make any difference? Do you think if you had been a boy it would 
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have been any difference, in your, in the way they wanted you to have an education? 
SS: Uh, now, as far as my mother, she would have had the same attitude on her son to get an 
education and be whatever he desired, a teacher, or doctor or whatever. But now, my daddy, with 
the attitude he had about that, he perhaps might have said, "Well, finish high school and, and I'll take 
you in the mines and work with me." See, be more money. Now, that's the way I'm reasoning it. 
RW-N: Were you an only child? 
SS: I was the only child. Oh, now, now my mother was a, had, had a brother and a sister. I'm the 
third child. But she lost her two children. And I'm the ba-, I was the baby. I, my mother had three 
children. 
AB: And, and, and did they-, were-, did they pass in infancy, or ... ? 
SS: They passed in infancy. 
AB: So you never really knew them growing up? 
SS: I didn't know them, I didn't know them at all. 
AB: You grew up by yourself? 
SS: Yeah. And my mother, uh, after that, we lived here in Keystone. And my daddy was named 
John McClain. But I was the baby. I can barely remember him, but I can remember him but not as 
such. And in those days, with the miners working every day in the week. Well, on Saturday night, 
that was their time for socializing. And that's, and their means of socializing, they gambled. They'd 
get together and gamble. And one night, see, I was a baby and my mother told me what happened. 
One night my daddy caught-, found out that one of the players was cheating. And my daddy-, and 
they had to-, called his attention to it, ti •.• and you're cheating. ti And that made-, irked him. And he 
pulled this pistol out and he shot my daddy. And my daddy- and killed him. Now, at that time- I 
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don't, I don't know I'm too, and my mother-but I'm just saying because she had to go to work. She 
worked to support me until she married the second time. What the law did, I don't know. Maybe 
not anything. And you didn't have welfare and all of that, so my mother worked very, very hard for 
me. And when you were here before, I told you about going-we went to Washington and stayed 
so many years and I came back. 
RW-N: You went to Logan? 
SS: I mean Logan. 
RW-N: To stay with the Washington family? 
SS: Yeah, my mother worked with a Dr. Washington, and they had a lovely home. I can see it now, 
I can vision, a great big home with a lawn. And then have a little house back, I'll said that to myself 
kind of like in slavery times. But it was a little house for Momma, just the two of us. But we were 
a part of the family. It didn't make no difference about black or white. We, we ate breakfast 
together. My mother cooked it. And we were just like a family. 
AB: How'd she come to get that job, Mrs. Slaughter? 
SS: Uh ... uh, she was working, she was working in a, for an Italian family. And they, they saw in a 
paper that uh, they needed someone, this Dr. Washington in Logan, wanted a maid, you know 
how .... And they suggested to my mother if she wanted to go there. And they sent a letter of 
recommendation and all. And my mother got on a train and we went to, and they met us. 
AB: So she was working for the Italian family here in Keystone? (SS: Yes, ma'am) and they saw 
the article in the paper. (SS: Mrnm-hmm, rnrnm-hmm) And so she ... 
RW-N : Now, how old were you when you lived in Logan? Do you remember? 
SS: Yeah, I was uh ... let me see when I came back .. . when we went to Logan. I was four years old, 
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four years old. And uh, we stayed in Logan about seven years. And the Washingtons had a little girl 
name Lillian. And we were just like sisters. Wherever she went.... The only thing when they had-I 
guess it was kindergarten-in the summer, and she wanted me to go. Well, Dr. Washington, he had 
a lot of influence. But you know, they didn't have integration then. And he told the board he had a, 
had a maid that had a little girl and he'd like for her to go to school with his daughter. And they told 
him, well, you know, that wouldn't work. It would cause confusion. And he, he persuaded Lillian, 
his daughter to go to school, and what he would do, he said, "When you come back, I'll take you and 
Suzanne out to the carnival." Anyway ... and that's what happened. 
RW-N: So you couldn't go to kindergarten? (SS: No, uh-huh) Did you start in the public schools 
there, though, in Logan? 
SS: No, I ;started-I came back. . .I, I came back here and I entered the 4th grade. And I was in 
public schools in Logan (RW-N: In Logan, uh-huh) from first grade through third. (RW-N: I see) 
And when I came back to Keystone, my mother-well, my aunt wrote my mother a letter and told 
her to come on back to Keystone. Said, "Annie," said, "things are flourishing." I don't know whether 
she used that term or not. But had her to come back, and she left. And she started her first job when 
she came, she worked in this restaurant that you read in that book, the history of-the Calhoun 
Restaurant, she was the cook, my mother was the cook there. And she was making good money, 
because old man Cal-, you know, had a reputable character. You read it, you read the story, didn't. .. ? 
But she made good money. And the cute part she told me one day, a man came in and the waitress 
came up and he said he wanted breakfast and he wanted bacon, two eggs, he wanted one eye shut 
and one eye closed. And the waitress went back- my mother was the cook- and said, "Bacon 
breakfast," you know how they call it, "two eggs, one eye open, one eye shut." And my mother said, 
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she didn't know, you know, what the "one eye open and the one eye shut." But she said, "Honey," 
I said, "God just gave me a vision." So she fixed, took the one egg and cooked-flapped it over, you 
know how it look, and then the other egg, she left the yellow showing and had it on his plate and his 
bacon. And the waitress brought it back, he was some big shot man. He says, "Well, I've been 
everywhere, and nobody has ever served me what I ordered." Said, "Who is that cook back there?" 
And the waitress told her, said, "Well tell her, can she come out here?" And the waitress went back 
and told my mother that this customer wanted to see her. So my mother came out. And uh, he said, 
"You're the first," and at that time, that was money, he tipped her five dollars! That five dollars is 
like fifty dollars, you know, now. That was big money. And my mother never forgotten it. So she 
uh, so she made, she worked there, she worked there til I don't know how long. But when I can 
remember, when I entered, I was in the first-, fourth grade, at this school, Keystone.Eclfu1an. Entered 
the fourth grade at Keystone..Echman. And by being in Logan with the white family, I developed an 
accent, different from what I have now. And I had, I had your alls accent, perhaps. [ chuckling] And 
the children, (AB: Mrs. Slaughter was pointing at Rita, who is white.) the children started laughing, 
you know, you know. Maybe-, I can't remember, but the way I answered them. And they'd make 
fun of me. So, all those years from fourth grade on through ninth at Keystone.Eclfman, see where 
I start-I talked like I'm talking now. So, it's been a beautiful, beautiful experience. I wished I could 
remember everything. 
AB: And what, when did uh, your mother marry your step-father, Mrs. Slaughter? 
SS: Uh, they married in .. . now ... 
AB: It was after you all came back from Logan? 
SS: Yeah, after we came back from Logan. Uh .. .I believe they married in 19 and ... course, I, I can't 
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get my years straight there. 
RW-N: It was sometime from the time that you were in fourth grade. And, and, and did your step-
father die before your mother, or after your mother? 
SS: No, my step-father died before my mother, (RW-N: yes) before my mother. 
RW-N: And your mother died when you were at Bluefield, right? 
SS: Yeah, my mother died-no, my mother died while I was attending, no, I'm sorry, my mother 
died my third year teaching. So you'll have to figure that out, my mother died-because I always was 
so happy, I didn't care where I went, to a meeting or-, I'd always bring my mother something back. 
So she was able, which was good, she was able to see that her dream came true, going back there 
talk about what ... because I was, I was teaching. And when I'd go to the meetings or go anywhere, 
I'd always bring her a gift back. 
AB:. Did you live at home uh, Mrs. Slaughter, when you started teaching? 
SS: Yes, I lived right at home when I first started to teaching. And I uh, I stayed at home ... well, I 
stayed there with my mother on uh, until she passed. But I married Edward Slaughter before, before 
my mother passed. 
AB: You speak lovingly of your mother. Did you and she have a good relationship? 
SS: Oh, honey, I grieved so much. We were just so close. I grieved to the extent while I was 
teaching after she passed, I began, I got real nervous and I began to lose my hair. I got a bald place 
right now, that's been years ago, and Dr. J.E. Brown, who was the, the best doctor anywhere, white 
and black, I went to him and I was telling him about me losing my hair and I was grieving so. And 
he said to me, "Suzanne, now, I had a mother," that's the way he said it, said, "I had a mother and I 
loved my mother." Said, "But you got to get over losing your mother." Said, "I know, that's your 
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problem." [inaudible]. He said, "Forget about it, you've done, you did well by her, and you have no 
· regrets. But I know." See, being the only child, we were just like sisters. So I had excellent rapport 
with my mother. 
AB: You mentioned uh, your aunt. You said that two sisters-your aunt married brothers, I think. 
(SS: That's right) That was your mother's sister? 
SS: That was my mother's sister. Her name was Josa Wright, and my mother, of course, Annie 
Wright. And my step-daddy was Walter Wright, and my aunt's-, and my uncle uh, was named Edgar 
Wright. So two sisters married two brothers. 
AB: And they lived here in Keystone? 
SS: Lived here in Keystone, mmmh. And they were miners. (AB: uh-huh) 
RW-N: And they were close to your mother? (SS: Yes) So they were very much a part of your 
family? (SS: That's right) 
AB: Did they have children, Mrs. Slaughter? 
SS: No. Now, my-you mean, no, un-un, (AB: Your aunt and uncle) my step-daddy, I was his step-
daughter, he didn't have any children. That was his first marriage. My aunt's husband, that was his 
first marriage, but my, my aunt had been married. And she had two children, she had two boys. One 
was named Joseph Kent; she was a Kent, Joseph Kent, and Lincoln Kent, her two boys. But she lost 
her husband. I don't know when. See, I was too, maybe I wasn't born at the time. Because when 
I remember anything, she was married to Mr. Edgar Wright, Uncle Ned, we called him. 
And uh, I can inject a little tragedy that you wouldn't think that happened here in McDowell 
County. Now, my aunt had these two boys. Lincoln Kent was the oldest. Joseph was the youngest. 
And Joseph was a very smart boy. And we grew up together. Instead of being first cousins, we were 
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like brothers and sisters. And he grew up and became grown and he married. But in the 
· meantime, you go back, in the meantime, we had this area you call Cinder Bottom. My cousin, 
[pause] Joseph Kent, had grown up and he had married. But he, he became entangled with a white 
woman down there. She'd come there but she lived in Davy, West Virginia-you've heard of 
Davy?-lived down there in Davy, where just all whites-didn't have any black people down there, 
all white. And my cousin was selling a product called Chlorine Salve. They had a-you, you, you 
sell Chlorine Salve. And he'd go around to all the places and sell his goods ... because my mother'd 
buy it. And he went to this place and was selling. And of course, this particular white girl, out of 
Davy, see, bought some and she fell in-well, she didn't fall in love, but anyhow they began courting. 
Now my cousin was real black, smooth, pretty with the prettiest black hair, like my mother. My 
mother looked like an Indian, good-looking lady. But anyway, he fell in love with her. And he's got 
a wife. Well, it worried his mother, my Aunt Josa. So she, and then, when this girl would decide to 
go home at Davy, she would tell him uh, to come and take her down to Davy. See, Davy is so many 
miles from Welch. And he would take her. He just, well ... well, the talk of the town was about 
Joseph Kent. Well, it worried my mother, I mean, my aunt. So she uh, informed the officers of this 
town, and asked them to watch for her son, you know, to check him, stop him. She was, she didn't 
want that to happen. But they didn't do anything. So my cousin carried this girl to Davy home one 
night; And it was on a, I don't know no dates now, but it happened on a Friday night, happened on 
a Friday night. I'm teaching now, I'm grown now, I'm teaching. And the whites, some white men 
down there, caught him; he was a fighter. He struggled, but they bum him at stake. Oh, yes! Oh, 
yes! That Saturday- Friday I finished- that Saturday I went to the drug-, we didn't know it, I went 
to the drugstore, we had a colored drug store right here. And uh, the fellow named Merchant said 
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uh-but he didn't know that Link was my, that Joseph was my first cousin. He didn't know, he said 
uh, "Miss McClain," see, I'm still with my maiden name, he said, "Miss McClain, you know, the white 
folks down there in Davy burned Joseph Kent at stake." And I said, "What?" He said, "Yeah, we 
knew he was gonna keep fooling around with that white woman what they were gonna do." And I 
almost fell out, and the, the other doctor, Dr. [inaudible name] said, "What's wrong?" And they gave 
me-, and I said, "That's my .... " See. They didn't know he was kin to me. And I was close, like, like 
I told you, we were like brothers and sisters. And that was on-he told me that on a Saturday 
morning I went, and it had happened on a Friday. So that's a sad story when I think about it. I don't 
like it, but I'mjust reflecting on that, telling you. And then when they're talking, I said, "Well, the 
same thing has happened in McDowell County." Did they do anything about it? No. And it really 
grieved my, my aunt, 'til she ... eventually she didn't live, live over three years after that happened. It 
grieved her. 
AB: Did the family recover the body? 
SS: Oh, yeah, they went down, but you, you didn't see it. See, I can see him, because he was a 
fighter. I can see him fighting them white boys or men, whatever, 'til he couldn't man-.... And they 
burned him at stake, honey. Yeah, that's the story. 
AB: That's a sad story. (SS: Sad story) Sad story, Mrs. Slaughter. Was that typical of race 
relations here in the county? I mean, was there that kind of meanness that took place? 
SS: Now, at that time, you see, race relations- integration was at its highest point. I don't mean 
integration. (AB: Segregation) Segregation was at its highest point. And if, and of course now, let 
me tell you this, I'm being frank . That book I told you to read about this Cin-, I'm gonna show you 
something else, Cinder Bottom. Now, the people, we people that live here in Keystone, we didn't 
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make up Cinder Bottom It was these big white businessmen and coal company fellows would come 
in, cause they had about 4 or 5 of them, what you call big houses, and the madams. And they would 
come and keep them women. Just one of those things. See, I was a girl and grew up and know about 
it. And uh, so that's how my uh, so I'm answering your question. No, if a white man gonna see a 
black woman, it's got to be in the dark, at night and all that kind of thing. But it was open down there 
in Cinder Bottom And let me tell you something that might make you laugh. They made a joke out 
ofit. Uh, I forgot the year. But the year, that was on a Sunday morning and Cinder Bottom caught 
fire. And it came .... 
END OF TAPE 2 - SIDE 1 
BEGIN TAPE 2-SIDE 2 
AB: You were telling us a story, Mrs. Slaughter, about Cinder Bottom and you said Cinder Bottom 
caught fire and they recorded it even in foreign papers? 
SS: Yes. And uh, but the joke of this that they put out-we don't know how true it is-but this is a 
joke. Said,that particular Sunday morning the white women, they were all practically having breakfast 
and when that news came that Cinder Bottom had burned out, uh, in Keystone, West Virginia, said 
those husbands got up and left, said they come into Cinder Bottom, they're going to see about their-
I don't know whether they called them their sweethearts or what. And said a number, a number of 
wives got angry, was angry about it. But they, sure enough, now I don't know if that was just a joke, 
but they did, it came down there. Now, ladies, I, as a young girl and all, I knew about Cinder 
Bottom, I knew about it . And uh, I, I- well, I sent an a rticle to the Bluefield paper, too- but it had 
a stigma on young, some young people. I, I'm, I'm a person that experienced it. When I first went 
to Bluefield State College, going up there, well , you know you're registered. You say where you' re 
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from. "Keystone," which I did. Now, these other girls and boys you met and you talk and they said, 
"Now, where do you live?" I said, "Keystone, West Virginia." And you could see a different 
attitude, the image ofme. See, they didn't know me, but they figured that everybody out of Keystone 
was a part of Cinder Bottom. And, but as time moved on, they found out that, and then I told them 
I lived in, that was an annex to Keystone. But I didn't have to explain that. They knew that from 
my character. All right. Now, what I did though, when I started matriculating in New York 
University, cause I was raised in Keystone, but when I met those people from cities and all, because 
everybody knew about Cinder Bottom. And when they say, "Where you live?" I wouldn't say 
Keystone. See cause, I would say Norfolk, West Virginia, or Welch, West Virginia. And someone 
would get confused with the history, they thought I was saying Norfolk, Virginia. And I had no 
problem. But we had an article now during Negro History Week, "What's In a Name?" I could show 
you that, but the editor up Bluefield Daily Telegraph got that. But there's a whole lot in a name. It 
means a lot, because Cinder Bottom carried a stigma with it. Uh, well ... 
AB: As I was reading that book uh, Mrs. Slaughter, I noticed that there were a number of black law 
officers in Keystone and Mr. Stewart Calhoun was an attorney who was the prosecutor. So it seems 
to me that black people were doing things in spite of Cinder Bottom, but black people, in terms of 
being on city council, uh, and being active politically, that was happening in Keystone when it wasn't 
happening in other places. 
SS: In other places. And I tell you who was the, who was the, the power behind it. The Republican 
Party was dominant. The democrats didn't come in til a long time. But the Republican Party .... And 
this Matthew, M. T. Whittico, that you read that coined the phrase, "The Free State of McDowell 
County", he was the big man of the Republican Party, and they did things. Now, if you, all right, 
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when I finish Bluefield State College, all I had to do is to let Mr. Tom Whittico know, he'd report to 
the board, "I want my girl to have a job." I had no problem getting a job. He was a powerful person, 
yes, that's right. Keystone was really on the map but it had this stigmatism of Cinder Bottom Now, 
what I'm trying to say to you ladies, I have been trying for a long time to get this new generation and 
these new young adults and some of the older people, to refrain from using the word. We'll say, 
"Where-" from using the word. They live down in "Cinder Bottom." And I said, "Now, no, it isn't 
Cinder Bottom now. It's Midletown. And get that fixed in your mind because I don't want this new 
generation to encounter what I did." Now, if you could let me move, I need to go in my kitchen to 
bring you something. (RW-N: Okay) [Mrs. Slaughter fading back in] the people here to remember 
and if-did you read the letter? (RW-N: Yes) Did you read the letter. He tells you that it's nowhere 
on the map, See, that phrase. 
RW-N: ... you will note the map is recorded [inaudible] 
AB: Uh, Rita is reading from a letter that Mrs. Slaughter has given us. It was addressed to-, from 
the McDowell County assessor. 
RW-N: Uh, his name is Dennis Altizer. (SS: Yeah) He is responding to a request by Mrs. Slaughter. 
This is dated May 7, 1998. And it reads, "As per your request, I am enclosing a copy of a map of a 
Midletown addition of Keystone. You will note the map was recorded in the McDowell County 
Clerk's Office August 26, 1907. You will also notice that Midletown is spelled with one d. The 
Midletown addition of town is called 'Cinder Bottom' by most local people in the area. I have read 
some of the old deeds for property located in that area of Keystone, and none of them mentions 
Cinder Bottom. The deeds that I have read refer to the Midletown addition, which is sometimes called 
Midway. I hope this information is helpful to you. Ifl can be of any further assistance, please let me 
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know." Uh, Mrs. Slaughter, as the tape already indicates, uh, has been very concerned that this 
negative stereotype or perhaps negative, some negative truth perhaps of Cinder Bottom doesn't live 
on and adversely affect and stigmatize the younger generation. She certainly feels that she was 
stigmatized by it. 
SS: All right now ... [RW-N, in background, saying something to AB about tapes] if you will, if you 
will indulge me, just last week I wrote a letter to Bill Archer, who is one of the reporters of the 
Bluefield Daily Telegraph and he, and I sent him a copy of this. I went to the bank and had some run 
off. Now, let me read the letter I wrote to him. I'd let you all read it, but you may not could read my 
writing here. "Dear Mr. Archer, you have done me favors before, and I am asking for another favor. 
I'm not a writer, but I do know facts. Please read these articles, please read these enclosures." See, 
I sent a numl;)er of things. -"And when, when time and space permits, please put an article in the 
Bluefield Daily Telegraph. Mr. Archer, I have been in Keystone all my life, born here. And I spent 
all my life with, with the exception of the seven years in Logan, West Virginia, as a child. I am trying 
to get this new generation and adults alike to refrain from the use of the word Cinder Bottom, which 
is an annex to Keystone, West Virginia I know from experience that Cinder Bottom was known all 
over the USA and foreign countries. And the stigma was, was there. When I attended Bluefield 
State and New York University, I would say I was from Norfolk or Welch, because I was, well, I was 
aware of what the name Keystone would uh, bring about. And the people would come to the-, a 
person's mind, it would come to a person's mind, the article right away about Cinder Bottom. What's 
in a name means much. If you are not known and say you are from Keystone"-and I have in 
parentheses- "Cinder Bottom comes to one's mind immediately. I am 92 years young, and I do not 
want this generation to encounter what I did. I know you, I believe yo u understand and can write 
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an article in the paper, what I am trying to say. Thank you in advance. And if there are any charges, 
please let me know. Gratefully, Suzanne Slaughter." And I had P.S. "Please be present at the Alpha 
Kappa Alpha sorority's picnic June the 27th." We have a picnic every summer, and he comes and he'll 
write it up and all. So I just, I just wrote this other, last week and sent him, I sent him a copy of that 
and I sent an article out of the Welch paper and all about a name. So I am, if I, if I'm not here next 
year and dead, I hope it'll, the message will .... And I also, I sent a copy to my mayor, Billie Cherry, 
just the other day and a letter too, and then I was congratulating-she's a wonderful, she's a 
wonderful mayor. She has brought this town out, she's doing-well she's got the money and she's 
making use of it. 
RW-N: Would you spell her last name for us? 
SS: Cherry? C-h-e-r-r-y, and B-i-1-1-i-e. 
RW-N: Well, Cinder Bottom certainly stigmatized this town uh, from what you have told us, but 
you also mentioned earlier that one of the good things about the town as you were growing up, is that 
people helped each other and were neighborly. (SS: Oh, yeah) Can you tell us a little bit more about 
those earlier days, including some of the good times? What was it like growing up in your home? 
Did you have a Christmas Tree? Did you celebrate Christmas? Did you go on picnics? 
SS: Oh uh, uh, growing up in this town we had a good time. And provisions was made for the 
youth. May not be like that...we had our Sunday school picnic every summer, and the church, now 
then, the church provided the activities and the social life for the youth. We would have what you 
call a bottle party, and at homes. And the parents would, say my mother said, "Well, we'll have a 
party," and they'd sell, you know, make money for the church. But the younguns and we'd have a 
big room and we'd play uh, uh, "I'm in the well," games like that, and just have a lovely time. It was 
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just I... 
AB: Why was it called a bottle party, Mrs. Slaughter? 
SS: The bottle party? Oh, you would have a circle, you'd get everybody standing up, all the girls and 
boys in a circle. And somebody in the middle would have a co-cola bottle, you know, empty. And 
you'd tum that bottle around, and where it would stop, see if it, wherever it would stop, you would 
have to-, he would have to come and give you a kiss on the cheek. 
RW-N: Right, we called it "Spin the bottle". 
AB: Spin the bottle. 
SS: Yeah, "spin the bottle", yeah. And we'd have good fun like that. And then, then we had another 
game we called "I'm in the well" and that was similar to-you'd be in the well, and uh, I'd say, "I'm 
in the well,'1 and you'd say, "How many feet?" and I'd say, "Two feet or one foot," and they'd, you'd 
say, "Who do you want to take you out?" and I'd look over there at little Johnny or somebody if I'm 
a girl, "Johnny," and everybody would laugh. So Johnny would have to come. And ifl said one foot 
or two feet, he'd have to give me one kiss or two, and like, that's the game. (AB: chuckle) And uh, 
then we, we would have at our church banquets and box suppers. And uh, they would make-we 
had once, I remember up in that church that's right there on the hill now, we'd, we'd make, take wax 
[inaudible] and make dolls out of'em and you'd bring 'em and, and the parents or somebody would 
bid on them, you know, and that. Oh, we had ... 
AB: Did you bid, at the box suppers, did you bid on boxes? 
SS: Yeah, you had the box suppers and the ladies would fix these boxes and the men, you know, 
would select, then they'd sit down and eat. It'd be a grand time, honey, grand time. 
RW-N: What happened at Christmas in your house? (SS: Huh?) What happened at Christmas in 
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your house? 
SS: In my house? Well, Santa Claus came to see me. I had a tree, and just as proud as I could be. 
And uh, I was up, but I reached the age, curiosity got me. I had gotten up there about, I guess I was 
around 10, but Santa Claus was still visiting me. And of course, you'd have to write Santa Claus, and 
give the list to Momma. And l remember I wanted a doll and I wanted a set of dishes, and a wash 
board-she had to work in with-I wanted a little wash board and an ironing board and an iron. And 
that's what Santa Claus-and at that time, we, we lived, now my mother was a widow. She just took, 
we lived in a two-room apartment, just two rooms. And my mother got the things, I didn't know it, 
but she stuck 'em under the bed way up under the bed, she didn't think I would bother. So, one day, 
uh, I was down on the floor playing jack rocks, and one of my jack rocks rolled toward me and I 
reached to get it then I saw all these packages under the bed, and the curiosity was too great for me. 
[ chuckles in the background] I pulled a box out and I looked and I saw my beautiful doll, my ironing 
board, my wash board, and the dishes. Well, I can't describe that feeling. Something sunk in there, 
a fainting feeling. Now I discovered about Santa Claus. But I didn't let on. I was smart enough not 
to let on. But after that, yeah, I passed it, if you know, I just knew. But later, later I told my mother. 
We were, were very honest toward, with each- I said, "Momma, I found out." Yeah, that's what 
happened; in my home we had the Christmas tree and all. 
RW-N: When your, when your mother remarried, did that change things for you (SS: No) a great 
deal? 
SS : No, it didn't change. The on-
RW-N: You were still very close to your mother? (SS : Yes) And how did , how did you feel about 
your step-father? Another person in your family? 
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SS: I, I, I liked my step-father, he was nice. The only, and as I told you in the beginning, I didn't 
hold it against him, because it was his thinking. You see? He wasn't what you call a school-, an 
educated person. But had wisdom, that kind of wisdom. And he was nice. And when I decided that 
I would go to Bluefield State College, I, he went, he was a miner, and he went down to this company 
store and bought me one of these trunks, wardrobe trunks. And that, money people had wardrobe 
trunks. I was the only gal in Bluefield State College had a wardrobe trunk, had the drawer and the 
key and all. And I had two buddies up there, and one girl would bring her money for me to keep in 
the drawer because I had the key and all. I was somebody with that; oh, I loved my step-daddy. I 
loved him. 
AB: You said, you were saying that your step-father was a miner and you said he wasn't an educated 
man. Did he have any schooling at all? 
SS: Oh, yeah, he went around, now, as far as l'm--1 think he went maybe to the 3rd or 4th grade. 
AB: So he could read and write? 
SS: Oh, yeah, he could-no, no, now, he could read but he couldn't write. And he uh, [chuckle] he 
couldn't write. I was in, I was in junior high school, going to school. And he had a brother that lived 
in the country in Dry Fork, Virginia. And he uh, had me to write a letter for him. And uh, and he 
was asking, his brother in North Carolina had written him, and wanted him to loan him some money. 
Because working in the mines and he told them what he wanted it for. So my step-daddy told- he 
called me gal--he said, "Gal, I want you to write a letter to John for me." And he came over and I 
was there and when he got to the sentence, he said, "John, uh, I can't send you all the money you 
want me to let you have." But I remember he said, "I can send you three hundred, three hundred 
dollars. " All right, now I'm in school, and arithmetic. And l got to that $300, I didn't know whether 
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to write it out in words or figures. And I didn't know how to write the $300. [chuckles] He, he was 
sitting there, he said, "What you waiting on?" I said, "Mr. Walter," I called him, I said, "$300?" I 
says, "You want me to write it in words or, or, or figures?" He said, "Write it either way you want 
to." I said, "Well, because I don't know how to write it in figures." [laughter] So I wrote it out, 
three-, I spelled three hundred dollars. But you, you remember that. Then he said, "What you say," 
he said, "what you say, gal, going to school and you don't. ... " ''No sir." Well, that's the story. 
RW-N: How much education did your mother have? 
SS: She, well, now, my mother, I know exactly, my mother came out of school in the second grade. 
They worked her. That's why she was so determined. 
RW-N: Could she read or write? 
SS: Yeah, she could uh, make out, she could read. Along, I would help her, too, with words. She'd 
say, "What that's?" Mmm-hmm. 
AB: You uh, commented earlier, you said your mother looked like an Indian. (SS: Yeah) Was there 
Indian in your family? 
SS: That I do not know. Ladies .... (AB: Wait a minute.) Oh. [Mrs. Slaughter stood up and the mic 
had to be detached.] 
AB: I've got-, well, you go on and tell me that, and then you .... 
SS: I want you all to , scoot over here a bit, I want to show you my mother's picture. 
RW-N: Uh, we have just come back from the bedroom where Mrs. Slaughter showed us a 
wonderful picture of her mother. She declared her mother to be very beautiful and we certainly 
agree. And she did te ll a story; you want to tell the story about the hair? [speaking to Mrs. 
Slaughter] 
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SS: Yes. I'll tell it. I would say to my mother, I said, "Mother, you undoubtedly married the nappy 
headed man you could find, because I don't have that beautiful hair like you have. [chuckles] And 
my mother said, "Oh, don't talk like that, honey." She was very religious, a good, good person. She 
said, "You got good hair." Well, I did have nice, I had nice hair--of course, I'm gray now. But, but 
back, Mother had such good-looked like an Indian but I don't know whether it was in the 
background but that hair was beautiful. 
RW-N: Can you trace your family back to slavery at all? 
SS: No, I can't do that. I don't, I don't, (RW-N: You don't know anything about. .. ?) no. And my 
mother never said anything about slavery. I don't think she was, existed in-you know, she didn't 
encounter slavery. But the only thing, I just know she, they were on, she was, they were on a farm 
and they had to stay out of school and all of that. And she just said, "lfI marry," she'd tell me, she 
said, "if I marry, and have any children, I'm gonna see that they get a education." 
RW-N: Now her one sister came here? (SS: Yes) Were there others of her family in this area, too? 
SS: Well, she had another sister from the country named Miss Ethel, and she got sick. So my Aunt 
Josie, that I- sent for her and she stayed with my Aunt Jo and she died here. Now I don't, I'm not 
aware of any other sister. 
RW-N: Do you know why your mother moved here? Did she come with your father? 
SS: Uh, when she (RW-N: When she came) Yeah, see, when, see, she met my daddy, John McClain, 
in North Carolina, Holly Springs, North Carolina after she grew up. And they, they came here. Now, 
my aunt Josie, her sister, came earlier here and wrote to her and said, "Well, Annie, you and Joh11 
come here to West Virginia where we stay. Because you'll get good work and all." And my, and 
my step-daddy-, I mean, my daddy, John McClain was a miner and worked in the mines, too . 
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AB: Did you know your grandparents at all, Mrs. Slaughter? 
SS: No, I didn't know, I wasn't aware ofmy grandparents. 
AB: On either side, neither on your father or mother's side? 
SS: No. No. 
AB: And you were telling us earlier that your mother was just 52 years old when she died. (SS: 
Mmm-hmm) And what. .. do you remember, because you said you were teaching at that point? (SS: 
Yeah) So was she ill very long? 
SS: Yes, my mother was ill for about three, three years. Because I hired a lady to stay with her 
during the day, five days a week, because on Saturdays I'd be there with her. She, yeah, she stayed 
sick about three years. They had a hospital in Kimball, and once I took her down there when it was 
rather late, ibut she was going to the doctor. But she died from uh, which I said I, it'd been good-
from a tumor, just, I say it was a tumor, swollen up and all of that. 
RW-N: She lived in her own home at the time? She didn't live with you when you were married? 
SS: Yeah, we, she, we, when, see, we were together and when I, when I married uh, she was living, 
she lived before we-, I mean while-what am I trying ... ? She was living when I married. And my 
husband, we stayed right in the house and my mother, the three ofus there together. (AB: Mmm-
hmm) 
RW-N: So he moved in with you? 
SS: Yeah, he moved in, he moved in with me. Now, he had a sister across the tracks; he was staying 
with her. But after we married, he moved in with me. 
AB: Now, your husband was an assistant principal. Did he ever become a full principal? 
SS : Yes, he, he became, he was assistant principal at Keystone-Edfman. But he became a full 
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principal over at Anawalt, another school in McDowell County, at Anawalt. And we had married 
then. And I would, I would get my reports all fixed out and all. They'd give you so many days. And 
he would say, "Sue, you come over to my school now and help me to get my report work," and I'd 
help him to get his report, so he could take--cause you couldn't get your check. That last, you know 
that? You couldn't get your check 'til you made your report. Yeah. 
RW-N: Would you spell the name of that school? 
SS: Anawalt? A-n-a-w-a-1-t, West Virginia. 
AB: Was there-, with both of you and your husband being in the school system and, and his being 
a principal and your being a principal, was there any rivalry ever between the two of you about things 
like that? 
SS: No, rto, mmm-hmm. 
AB: He was never upset with you and tried to (SS: No) stop you or hold you back? 
SS: No, he didn't, mmm-hmm. He was, he was a wonderful and a very-in fact, Edward Boyd 
Slaughter was much smarter than I am. And uh, when, in the summer time, he was-Stewart 
Calhoun, that we were talking about, Stewart would use him as his attache in going over to 
Charleston. And Stewart had offices there. But you know who worked out the cases? He told us, 
Stewart said, "Ned Slaughter." I had a smart husband. He-, and we didn't have any rivalry. We just 
worked together and we gave each other credit for what we knew. He would say, "Oh, Sue, you're 
smarter." I'd say, "mmm-unh." He could remember numbers just like that. Social security, anything. 
Yeah, and I had to ... first husband and the last I ever married. 
RW-N: And he stayed a principal all during the rest of his career? 
SS: No, he, he didn't stay a principal. After, he, when he was at Keystone-Ecl{rnan, when I started, 
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he was assistant principal. Then he uh, lost out there. And he got a, he didn't lose out, they just 
transferred him over to Anawalt. Then after he stayed principal over to Anawalt, I guess about three 
years, not too long, he uh, he stopped and started working, he, he started working on the road. You 
know, they had, and he worked on the road. And there was a white guy named Mr. Wallace was the 
boss man, but, he didn't know how to work out the time on the men. And, and my husband would 
work the time out and all of that. And sometimes my husband decide he wasn't going to work, stay 
off two or three days, but he would give him credit for the days he was off because he made-, he'd 
work the time out. 
AB: So he did construction work, then? 
SS: Yeah, on the road, you know, mmm-hmm. 
AB: And he did that 'til the end of his life? (SS: Huh?) He did that until the end of his life? 
SS: To, to, til he got sick, uh-huh. And, and uh, I was, when he really got real sick, I was principal 
at Kimball Elementary. He became sick. And I noticed, we'd be sitting up and he got to the point, 
see, he-I'm leaving out something important-he worked with us in between; he worked in the 
mines in between like in the summer time and in between times, and he worked at Keystone Coal 
Company, uh, down here at [inaudible] at [inaudible). He worked long enough, experience the years 
to get black lung. (AB: I see) Uh, but when he started getting sick, he kept like having a cold. And 
maybe we'd be sitting up playing cards, and he'd cough, he had to keep a can and that pWegm, I 
remember, would come out and all . So after a while he got real sick and, and uh, he was in uh, 
Steven's Clinic Hospital- we don't have it now- and I'd leave Kimball Elementary, go down every 
evening. And he wasn't getting better. So the doctor was named Dr. Cook. And I said, "Dr. Cook, 
uh, my husband isn't getting any better." He says, "Well, no, " said, "I'm gonna transfer him. I'm 
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gonna send him up to Bluefield." Bluefield was called Bluefield Sanitarium. But now it's Bluefield 
uh, Medical Center. Well, my husband uh, we had him up there. Well, every evening when I'd come 
from school-I was driving-I'd go up to see him and stay. But I wouldn't stay til it got too dark. 
I didn't like driving at night. And he was getting sicker and sicker. So, he, he died up there in 
Bluefield Community Hospital. But it was discovered that he had, he had black lung. It was that big 
word, something, I can't spell it, but that's what he had. And uh, so that was it. 
AB: When we came in, Mrs. Slaughter, you mentioned, did you say an adopted son? 
SS: Yeah, I said my adopted son, yeah. I have a uh, uh, one, not legally now, not legal, adopted son 
and a daughter, George Davidson and Virginia Davidson. And they are parents of seven children, 
grown children, and about, she got about ... fourteen grandchildren. Now there, there is George, when 
we had our princess ball. He was-, I had him take a pie-, the two ofus there on the wall, right up-, 
you see it, don't you? [Mrs. Slaughter refers to a photograph.) 
AB: Mmm-hmm. Yes, I see. Uh-huh. Now, were they, what? Neighbors that would come in and 
out and help out or something? 
SS: Yeah, they, they live up [inaudible). I uh, I got attached to them when we lived in an apartment. 
And this girl, Virginia, her aunt, Beatrice Hazard, that lives in Mullins, uh, we were like-, Beatrice 
Hazard, we were like brothers and, like sisters. And she was a Bea Hickman, and she lived here in 
Keystone. And we went to college, Bluefield State together. Now, she came out on a one year, what 
you call a short certificate. But I stayed two years with the normal. But we were so close. When 
she, now she married five years before I did. And when she married, everybody said, said, "Well, Bea 
Hickman is married to Carl Hazard." No, said, "Bea Hickman is married". And they would say, 
"Who'd she marry? Suzanne"? See, we were that close. [ chuckling] But now, at that time, if that 
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be said now, you would think something, you know. [chuckling] You know what I'm saying? (AB: 
Uh-huh) And we, she lives over in Mullins. And her husband, Carl Hazard, Carl Hazard was, was 
uh, principal over at Mullins. And that Mullins High School, he, he uh, was principal of it. And in 
fact, they gave him a big send-off, because some parts of that is named for Carl, Carl T. Hazard. 
Very-but he got sick. He stayed sick for 17 long years. That took all of Bea's [inaudible] and get-
up and go. And I just talked with her the other day. And she was telling me about she thought she 
had a stroke, and she's uh very emotional. And I tried to get her to try to sell her home over there 
and come and stay with me. I said, "We can just do to suit our self I've got a guest room and all." 
But, you know, you love your home. It's beautiful there. But where she stays, there are no, no 
neighbors. The people's died out. She has one neighbor, that's a white family; they're nice. But she, 
she's kind of lonely. 
AB: Well, these children that, that you call your adopted children, were they related to her? 
SS: Yes, that's what I [inaudible]. And she is the aunt of Virginia. And that's what happened. And 
when Virginia uh, was living in the apartment, she was in the back, I'm in front, I became attached 
to them. And they were nice to me. So I have, they're my adopted son. And I thought George 
would be here before you all came. He's working now. You see there's work done. In my kitchen 
there, you see a little dinette. When I bought this home, it didn't have that. He did that. He fixed 
the front yard; it wasn't nothing but dirt. So I love him. I love him. 
RW-N: Now you, you don't have your own biological children? 
SS: No, I don't have any. 
RW-N: You have n't mentioned any (SS: No, I don't have any children.), and so I thought that but 
I wanted to make sure of that. 
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SS: No, no children. But I'm a mother to a many a child. Yes, indeed. 
AB: Uh, you, uh, did you ever have, you talked about your friend, who is a black lady. Did you ever 
have a close white friend, Mrs. Slaughter? 
SS: Yes. I have, I have a very dear white friend. Well, they live, they had a store here in Keystone, 
Butney's, called Butney's. They sold out, and they live in Florida. We communicate now. And uh, 
she, she belongs, she's a member-, her husband is on the board of directors at the First National Bank, 
Mr. Butney. And when they have any stocks meeting holders, they come here. And fortunately, I 
left, I have stock in that First National Bank. But I'll back up and tell you how-, what happened. But 
anyway, Mrs. Julia Butney, that's a good friend and we, we call, we communicate. Then I have a, 
another one that lives in North Carolina, Mrs. Virginia Wells. Now, her husband was, his name was 
Alvin Wells, and he was the postmaster in Keystone. And he, and my husband and Alvin Wells were 
just like brothers. We had a close relationship. And when my husband passed, I called them and told 
them, you know; he'd send him flowers and letters and all of that. So, I have, I could relate 
[inaudible] good white friends I have. I just won't tell 'em all. You know, L.I know no color. And 
I love people. I really do. Now there are some I may not like their ways, but you can't change 
people. But I love them just the same. So I love the white man as well as I do the black man. It 
doesn't make no difference. I don't see color. I see character, and I see people. 
RW-N: How do you uhm, how do you come to that feeling when you tell us stories, for example, 
what happened to your, to your cousin who you loved? And that was a terrible thing that was done 
by white people. 
SS: It certainly was. But, I don't hold that against them. As Jesus said, "They know not what they 
do. Forgive 'em, Lord, for they know not what they do." Because God, he will take care of that 
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situation. It hurt me. I didn't say, remember when I told you, I just got, feel, I hurt to know that's 
how he lost his life. But I don't know. And I don't have any prejudice. Now, one would think with 
that happening, might say, cause I have, yeah, I have a friend-I'm not calling her name-she said, 
"I just can't stand white people." And I says, "You ought to be ashamed of yourself" But she's 
mature now and know, and she's feeling better. But sometimes you can't-if you're indoctrinated 
like that, it's just a part of you. But for some reason, I don't know, I never had that feeling. Now, 
it may be because I was brought up with white people. You know, I told you about my case in Logan 
and all? It may be that and it may not. But I just don't have that feeling. 
RW-N: Do you think that being a black person has limited your life in any way? Because you didn't 
have opportunities that you would have had? 
SS: Oh, I don't feel that, I know that. See, I know that, no ifs and ands about it, being a black 
person really, really limited, I know that. But like I said, I don't hold that. Now, [Mrs. Slaughter 
pausing to cough] excuse me. Uh, let me give you people an instance that I experienced when I was 
going to New York U. You know, trains were running regular then. So I was leaving, going to 
school, going up to New York, and I was on the train. And a white lady was on one side there in the 
seat, at the window, and her little girl, a pretty little white girl, was on the outside. I'm over here in 
my seat-, part, and I was reading a book and I happened to look up. And, and the little girl was 
looking at me. And I smiled and she smiled. Then I went back, and I looked again, and she looked 
and I did this to her: "Come over and sit." See, her mother was engrossed over reading a book; she 
wasn't paying attention. So the little girl came and sat with me and I had another book and we 
thumbed through it and we talked. When her mother stopped reading the book, she looked and the 
little girl wasn't seating near, she looked over and she said to the little girl, says, "Come on," I don't 
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know whether it was doll, whatever, "we're going to the restroom." So she, the little girl and her 
mother went to the restroom. And uh, they stayed awhile and after awhile they came back and she 
sat down. All right. But I'm expecting the little girl to come back and sit with me. So, I looked and 
the mother picked up her book and started reading it, and I said, "Come on here," and she did this, 
she shook her head. And uh, I, then I didn't bother; I went on about my business. But every now 
and then, when I'd look; have a look, she was, she was staring at me like this [ demonstrating the 
look], you know, had a peculiar look. Now, I'm assuming, I don't know what the mother told her, 
but the mother told her something. I don't know whether she told her I was a big animal or a black 
animal or just what. But the little girl came back and she looked at me wondering. So what I'm 
saying, I don't hold that prejudice, and these younger, these white children growing up, it's not in 'em, 
it's their being indoctrinated from the parents, you know. This, this uh, thing about segregation, 
that's, that's, that's what it is. Well, what I was, and that, I told-, we had to have a notebook in one 
of the classes in New York U. And I got my notebook right here now, and it's faded where the 
teacher-, she gave me X on, said I was going to be a great. ... But I used, we were talking about 
prejudice, I used that as an illustration, just what I'm telling you all. And then I also was looking in 
a magazine. And I saw, there was a big pool, a swimming pool, and the black man was standing on 
the outside just looking, the white man was in the pool and he was drowning, he couldn't, he was 
drowning, and he was hollering, "Help! Help"! And the black man said, "Mister, I would come in and 
get you out but we're not allowed. We blacks are not allowed in there". And I, I don't know whether 
the picture 's in my notebook; I won't go digging that out. Yeah, so, answering your question, going 
back, I have no ill feeling about the situation that happened with my cousin, first cousin. I just prayed 
for them. But I was hurt. Oh, yes. And I was only saying that to take- we were talking about 
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[inaudible] what happened. I said, right here in McDowell County the lynching went on. Mrnm-
hmm. 
RW-N: Let me ask you something. I asked you a moment ago if being a black person limited you. 
Let me ask you about being a woman. We haven't talked about that a lot, about the difference in 
being raised as a girl and growing into a woman versus a man. How do you think that affected your 
life, that you were female rather than a male? 
SS: Well, now, that hasn't really given me ... I haven't thought about that, to tell you the truth. It 
just didn't make-, I haven't thought. I just feel that I've had great advantages as a woman, if I was 
entitled to it-it just hadn't occurred to me. In fact, I see no difference. The only thing I can say, 
now, being a black woman compared to the white woman, there's some advantages that I didn't get, 
uh missed. Because there was a great difference shown. But now as far as being between a man and 
woman, it didn't bother. 
RW-N: Do you think that women are limited in their lives when they ... are raising children and 
have .... Do they have heavier burdens on them? Do you think men have heavier burdens on them? 
SS: At this state in life, women have a great burden because there's so many women that having 
children without, you know, they have a father but they, they don't marry. So the woman has a great 
burden. She's the mother and the father rearing the children in this generation. 
RW-N: And you think that's happening more now? 
SS: Yeah, it's happening more. It is happening more. 
RW-N: Yeah. 
A~: Uh, Mrs. Slaughter, could we go back a moment to your family? Did you ever hear about there 
being any white relatives in your famj]y? 
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SS: No, I haven't heard of any white ones being in my family. Mmm-hmm. I certainly haven't. 
AB: Uh, you said your mother worked on a farm. (SS: Mmm-hmm) Were they, did they own the 
farm, or did her family just live and work on the farm, or what? 
SS: They owned the farm. And they made their living from what they raised on the farm. 
AB: Mmm-hmm. Did that property come down to anybody in the family, or did they sell it or lose 
it, or, or do you know what happened to it? 
SS: To tell you the truth, I do not know. I didn't, I, I asked my mother a number of times about it, 
but seems like they lost track of the farm. I don't know what happened to, to the property or 
anything. I said, one of these, maybe, they'd trace me up, and I'd come into something. I really don't 
know. 
RW-N: I'm gonna ask you some questions that are really going to ask you to think of your life as 
sort, as , as a big picture. Uhm, certainly when you talked about your mother earlier, it seemed that 
she was a person who had great influence on you. Is that correct? (SS: That's correct) Is there 
anyone who had more influence on you than your mother? 
SS: Nobody had more influence over me than my mother. Un-un. 
RW-N: And what do you think, as you look back over your life, about the decisions that you made 
like to be a teacher, to marry, to stay here, uhm ... are they all satisfactory decisions for you at this 
time? What would you have done differently? 
SS: Uh, very_ frankly, I'm very satisfied of my past experience staying here; I have no regrets. I have 
no regrets. 
END OF TAPE 2-SIDE 2 
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BEGIN TAPE 3-SIDE 1 
AB: This is tape number 3 with Mrs. Suzanne Slaughter, Ancella Bickley and Rita Wicks-Nelson 
interviewing, June 9th, 1998. 
RW-N: How would you describe yourself today? As a person, I mean, not just as you are today, 
but even back over your life. If you had to come up with five words that would really describe you, 
what would those words be? 
AB: [pausing for thought] Well (RW-N: You don't have to be modest) No. (RW-N: and you can 
also tell us the bad [chuckle]) I would say first, I'm humble, I'm humble (RW-N: You're humble?) 
I'm humble, humble. I, I'm honest. I'm very concerned about my fellow man. I, as, I feel that I'm 
a very, I'm a go-getter. I'm, I have determination. I want to see things accomplished. And I'm very 
concerned about this generation. I have sympathy for this generation. I'm not critical of them, 
because I know that there, there's always a background that's causing things to happen. And I love 
my fellow man. I'm not perfect, but I'm striving to be that way. And, and I am a Christian. 
RW-N: And that's been very important in your life? 
SS: Very important in my life. Very. 
RW-N: What are your concerns about the younger generation? 
SS: My concern is I'm worried, I'm worried about what's going to happen to our generation, because 
society, the adults, if we think back, all of this is happening to these young people, the adults and 
money, like dope and all of that. They're the targets. And I'm really concerned. And I'm wondering 
just what, after I'm gone, just what our generation will be. But I also have, I also believe what uh, 
I believe that God will take care of the situation. I believe real-, that's the reason so many things are 
happening today because He's trying to wake up, He's trying to wake up the adults, because, see the 
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generation..... And sometimes, as the old saying, the good as we say, suffers with the bad. But I'm 
concerned about our generation. I uh, sometimes I, I use children now. I'll have them to come down. 
Maybe they come to help me and all. And I'll say, "Now, you take time and do what you're doing," 
and teach 'em And then I try to tell them, "Now, you're gonna have to do your best, and not say"-
and no body-now one thing about go---1 guess I'm rambling. But when it comes to integration, our 
people, our black children and all, got the idea that something had to be handed out to them But 
they didn't realize, you have to go, you have to reach out and get it for yourself And I, when I did 
become the principal of integrated schools, I had to indoctrinate or talk to my children about that. 
And uh, cause they had the idea well, they integrated, they can do what they want to do, this and the 
other. So I feel that ifwe don't work and these children have some model to go by, it's going to be 
a lost generation. 
RW-N: But you are an optimist, I can see, too, right? (SS: Oh, yeah) In between that. (SS: Oh, 
yes) When you look back on your own life, uh, do you see it as getting better, getting worse, being 
bumpy, have any difficulties in your own life? 
SS: My own life, (RW-N: your own life) as I see it to me, it's just better. (RW-N: It gets better) 
Yeah, to me. My life is better. I'm a very happy woman. 
RW-N: What makes it better? 
SS: Because I feel in the past that I have done some things worthwhile. For my youth. I'm 
concentrating on my youth. I have done some things worthwhile for them. And if they' re not 
successful, it's not because I was dragging my feet. 
RW-N: So you have a sense of accomplishment in your life? (SS: yeah, I really do) Which, which 
now gives you a lot of satisfaction, is that right? (SS : That's, that's right.) 
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RW-N: And how do you see your spending the next years of your life? 
SS: Well, if God continue to bless me, I feel that I'll continue to be active, try to help my youth and 
do what I can. If God sees fit. 
RW-N: Which you're still doing, because I can see you're still writing letters. [chuckles with SS] 
SS: Yeah, I'm still doing. Yeah, I'm still doing. And I'm uh, I'm the president of one of my 
auxiliaries in my churchf the Willing Workers. And I've been, that's the way we do it in our, in the 
Baptist church. They give you offices, won't nobody take it. I've been president now for thirty-some 
years. (RW-N: Oh, my gosh) So, so, I work there. And uh, I work with other organizations. I tell 
you, as long as God will bless me like ..... Now, I have ailments; I have eye problems, I have arthritis, 
and you name it. But He's been very good to me and I'm gonna work and stay active as long as I can. 
My friends say, "We don't know what we're gonna do with Sue Slaughter." One girl wrote me, when 
it was my birth came around in Links organization, the president had tried to get me and, and uh, so 
when I got home, she says, "Suzanne," said, "I've been trying"-! said, I said, "Well"-Marian 
Capehart, Marian Capehart, live in-I said, "My adopted daughter gave me a surprise birthday party 
at the church." And it was a surprise. It was my 90th birthday. And it was really a surprise and the 
church people were all there. And I was telling her, she said, "Yeah?" And she said, "Well, Suzanne, 
would it be all right, how old are you?" I said, "I don't mind." I said I was 90. She says, "Oh, no." 
Said, ''You aren't" - because I'd ride with her going to the Links meeting - she said. So what she did, 
she contacted not all the Links but one, and you tell that one and all. Says now, "Do you not know 
Suzanne is 90 years old?'' Said, "Now, I want each one of you to send her a card. And you can put 
at least a dollar in it." All right, but I didn't know she did it. Well, the next, that was-, this birthday 
party was on a Sunday. Well, the next week, every time I'd go to po-, I'd get cards and I'd have them 
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for my Link memories, and I'd have a dollar in it, some had two dollars. And one girl had five dollars 
[inaudible], and one girl-I wished I could find that card, but anyway she had, the card said ... no she 
wrote after, she says, "Suzanne, please tell me what kind of pill you taking." [chuckle] And when I 
saw her at the meeting I said, "Honey, I'm taking the pills that God prescribed, to do, to try to do the 
right thing and stay active." Now my philosophy is this: I could sit and grieve and hold my hands and 
all cause ofmy eye problem and this, but I won't do that. I'm going and be active as long as I can. 
RW-N: Well, you certainly have a wonderful face, tell wonderful stories, which is good for the 
tape ... uhm, and we are going to ask you, by the way, if you'll let us take a couple of pictures of you, 
and if you say no, that's fine, too. But we would like to get your face with your tape. 
SS: No, I'm not going, I got pride, I'm not dressed, I don't have my hair ... 
RW-N: She's not gonna let us do that. 
SS: Look at them pictures I laid there. Did you see them? [inaudible overlapping voices] 
RW-N: By the way, is there anything that, that we have not asked you, or that you didn't get to talk 
about, that you would like to? 
SS: Mmmh, no. 
RW-N: Do you think we've covered everything that, we've not left out anything that you wanted to 
talk about? 
SS: When you all leave, something will come to me. Well, I believe, I guess I don't...I've talked 
enough. I don't want to be, sound braggadocio, I don't think I've... . But it was somewhere, 
something I wanted to mention. But I can't think of it. 
RW-N: Well, if you ever, since you are a letter writer, if you ever wanted to write ... . 
SS : Now, you all want a picture, can't you take one of them? 
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RW-N: Oh, sure, yeah, and you showed us the other pictures, too, yeah. (SS: Hmrnm, you can take 
cause I ... ) All right. 
SS: You canjust take one of the pictures ... 
RW-N: Okay, we'll end the tape, then, okay? All right? 
SS: Okay. 
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Christmas seals. This project was the study of Negro Life and Its 
History. 
RELEASE FORM 
Deed of Gift to the Public Domain 
·1/Y) 
't¥"'1~~~~~~~-W~m+,.,....., (archive• o~ or;•ni•ation) tha tape 
recordings and transcrip
0 
tJ of! my interviews on MCk1 2 QJ Jk,i,tll_ 7/ /9,18, 
:r authorize theOv-o.l ~~.o{-fYLfi¾ fb?f<L~I<k'.t,,;d-. ·~v:zl9h{rYl (archive or 
1V(0:;~J.t CDv-ii V<;:JV~ 
organization) to use the tapes and tranacripts in auoh a manner as 
may best serve the educational and historical objectives of their 
oral history program. 
In making this gift, I voluntarily convey oh'tlcrship of the tapes 
and transcripts to the public domain. 
Agen of 
~\~ 
In Loving Memory 
of 
My Husband 
EDWARD BOYD SLAUGHTER 
1903 - 1972 
Edward Boyd Slaughter, son or the late Luey Dudley Morris and Floyd 
•on Slaughter was born June 2, 1903, in Keystone, West VirginiL 
Slaughter professed faith In Christ and Joined the Mount Chapel Baptist 
Chureh at any early age. He loved his ebureh and attended whenever 
he could. 
Slaughter was educated In the public schools of McDowell County, later 
he attended Bluefteld State College and West Virginia State College In 
Instltue, West Virginia. 
On June .2, 1937, he was united In maniage to Miss Suzanne McClain. 
Slaughter was a retired teacher, having taught In the public schools of 
McDowell County for a number of yean. 
Slaughter was a member of Ailstock Lodge No. 63 of Keystone; Royal 
Arch Chapter No. 4, Northfork; Bluefteld Commandary No. 1, Bluefield; 
Mountain State Consistory, Beckley, and Andent Arabic Order Nobels 
of the Mystic Shrine, all affiliates of the F. & A. A. Y. Masons, and Alpha 
~ Lambda Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. 
Sadly Missed by Wife 
JIM. /JJ~ v«o~ fjl~ 
CLASS OF 1925 
OFFICE OF THE ASSESSOR 




90 Wyoming St. - Suite 110 
Welch, West Virginia 24801-2487 
May 7, 1998 
Ms. Suzanne Slaughter 
Drawer L 
Keystone, WV 24852 
Dear Ms. Slaughter: 
Phone: (304) 436-8528 
FAX: (304) 436-8599 
Per your request, I am enclosing a copy of a map of the 
Midletown Addition of Keystone, You will note the map was recorded 
in the McDowell County Clerk's office August 26, 1907, You will 
also note that Midletown is spelled with one "d", 
The Midletown Addition of Keystone is called "Cinder Bottom" 
by most local people in the area, I have read some of the old deeds 
for property located in that area of Keystone and none of them 
mentions "Cinder Bottom." The deeds that I have read, refer to 
the Midletown Addition which was sometimes called Midway, 
I hope this information is helpful to you. If I can be of 
further assistance, please let me know, 
Sincerely, 
Dennis Altizer 
McDowell County As sessor 
Enc. 
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"I focused on the whole child," former McDowell County educatCJ 
Suzanne Slaughter says. 
f cI)owell educator looks back on boom, bust and race relatioru 
ireg Stone 
' W RITER 
EYSTO NE - She sat between 
nuns. ·me Jev.'ish teacher had 
Jmantic interest in her. 
,mid this bastion of New York 
ve1-sity multiculturalism, Suzanne 
.1ghter faced a moral dilemma. 
· husband sat at home in Mc-
/\lell County, waiting for her to re-
l at the end of the summer. 
n e professor offered to get her 
)b if she'd move north. B1ing 
r husband with you, he said. She 
sidered it but figured such an 
mgement might bring a price. 
'¥1Ql,"f:-4JD. .... ~~.Jdl.QMI ~ 
~~ ·s"'·""'1? J _t!(... . . ~"·• 
=ti~~~ I,,; ' 
; ~ -~ -··E· ·. C"" 
j~Vfil.~~-
Qi,Df:i: Wf.S'f 'ltk0lN1,i.\NS. 
hU:Mf:.ER HH 20TH CENTURY 
~$~.,;t&:c;•J.:,,,~~~~>t--..:.:e•c.,;t, N-~• •::r~•tt:1"' 
f-ie vvasn't going to do all that for 
1.ing,,. says Slaughter, who vvill 
1 9:3 Thursday 
lad she not been married? 
ro be frank with you, I would 
~ been interested in him and 
)abiy ta.ken him up on the of-





CITIZEN AWARDS BANQU~i -
Friday, June, 
--- · -
1 7 , 1 9 9 4 7 : 0 O_ P • M • _ 
11!!,i.. 
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Coal CITY TRAN SIT SYSTEM 
-~ (BACKGROUND NOTES) 
,, 
Co a l C i t y Trans i -t: S y stem i s the out g r ,o wt.fl: ,, 
o f two years effort of concerned citize~s . 
wo r k i n g to ward th e d evelopment of a public 
tran s port a t ion system, here in McDowe11 · 
County. fat The People, of The People , and , 
.· . ·:a, 
By The People. to ensur-e the survival and · 
further promoting the healthful, saf~ , 
orderly, and economical development of 
McDowell County. 
Elkhorn Vall e y First Annual Citizen 
Awards Banquet is the result of such a 
effo r t of Coal City Transit System, to 
b ring together the people and move togeth-
er as a collective force to achieve this 
Goa l. 
AWARDS RECIP IE NS : 
Bil lie Cherr y 
Booker T . STEPHENS 
t::dith Allen 
Dick Wi lber 
James Eub anks 
Jenning Boyd 
Jimmy eopo lo 
Jimmy Simons 
/2 /1,- , - r , I _,, 
I 
Mr. John Bushnell 
Mis.Linda Angelelli 
!'v!-r. >Jick Mason 
Mr. Samuel Johnson 
V ' Mr s. Suzanne In. Sla U':Jh ter 
Mrs.Vonderlere Scott 
Mr s. Elvira Neal 
PROGRAM 
PRESIDING/ WELCOME 
Mr. Samuel Johnson, Dean of 
Christian Education, Flat 
Top Mission Baptist Associatio~ 




Mr. Samuel Johnson 
DIDNNER 
Presentation of Awards and Recognition 





Mr. Cliff Moore, McDowell 
County Action Network (McCAN) 
CLOSING SPEAKER 
Mr. Tony S. Harmon, President 
Coal City Transit Sy stem 
CE
,.:_:.>R_._ .. • ·-T· · ·7T1[ylf c·-. · 'A 'T·. ·_ . JE 
• • <,:t jl~f 1F ·.~ .. · ..· •· • 
SPONS~RSH_.· .. IP .... .. ... . V .-.. ·.
, .. 
: In&gr;ateful ·th-- · it1nn -n.f ·· • 
·i>Sf'°' I ·· .. rtt : ·• ·•·. , _, ·. , , . ·.· . . .. •. . · 
forybufg~~e~qµs)uppori -·of~ A~RJtAndrus Foundation . 
. You ;hav;e-taken a leadership .ralejn help,ing to build 
~J\Jrighter·mture for all mature Americans. 
02/06/~ . ~ /5 . . •.Q& 
OUll. next 4ecipient i6 a native McVowe.Ll Countian, bo4n -i.n Key6tone 
We.6t Vi4g-i.n-i.a, g4aduated 64om Kimba.i-1.. 14 . High School, 4ecieved a 
B. S . Veg4ee 64om Blue6-i.e.i..d State College and A Ma6t~ 06 A4t6 
Veg4ee in Adm-i.ni6t1Lation and Child Veve.i..opment 64om the Univvu,-i.ty 
06 New Yo4k. . 
A6,te.4 compi..e.ting he.IL 1Lequi1Leme.nt6 -i.n the. 6ie.i..d 06 education, 6 he. 
began he.IL 45 yea.IL ca.JLe.e.4, 6ilC.'6t a6 a teach~ then a6 a p1Linc,i.pai.. 
-i.n the. 6ollowing 6chool6; Ke.y6tone./Eck.man ]IL. High, Maybe.Ull.y 
Ei..e.me.nta.JLy, Elk.holln Ele.me.nta.JLy and Kimba.i-1.. Ei..e.menta.JLy, all 06 
which alle located in McVowe.Ll County. 
Vu4ing the 7965-66 6chooi.. te4m, McVowe.Ll County 6chool6 became. 
-i.nte4g4ate.d, MIL6. Si..aughte.4 became. the. 6iJUt bi..ack. woman p4incipai.. . 
Othe.lL de.e.d6 : M46 . Si..aughte.4 6e1Lve.d on the TILi-Vi6t4ict Black. 
Lung Clinic Boa4d, and Region I Hou6ing and Planning Boa4d . In 
1985 6he wa6 i-i.6ted in the Blue Book. 06 Wei.ch and ,i.t'6 people., 6he 
wa6 6ei..ected a6 woman 06 the ye.a4 in 1985 toy6 604 tot6, and -i.n 
1992 Black. Mountain Woman 06 the. ye.a4 . 
She. i6 a me.mbe.4 06 the Boa.JLd 06 Vi4ectoJU 604 the. Red C4o66, 
P4e.oide.nt 06 the. Willing Wo4k.e.lL6 06 the Mount Chapel.. M-i.oo-i.ona4y 
Bapt-i.6t chU1tch 06 Key6tone, WV . , ohe. ih ai..60 t1Lea6U1te.1L 06 the 
Schoi..a.JL6h-i.p Fund 06 Mounty Chapel.. Mi66iona.JLy Bapti6t ChlLILch and 
the. i..iot continued paot and p1Le.6ent, a membvi. 06 the Alpha Kappa 
Alpha So1Lo1Lity, ohe wa6 the le.ade.4 06 the. 6iJUt Black. Gilll Scout 
T4oop in McVowP..Ll County. The/Le been time.6 when ohe. have. 4eached 
-i.n he4 own poek.e.t to pay 601L unde4p4iviliged youth to go to oumme4 
camp. A plloud woman 06 he.IL 35 ye.aM 06 ma44iage to MIL . Edwa4d 
Boyd Si..aughtelL, who paooe.d away in 1972 . Ao hell pee.JU o6te.n 
ph4aoe. it, "To Know Sue., -<..6 to love. He.IL". WitholLIL 6U1Lthe.4 adue. 
ladie.6 and ge.ntie.me.n ple.aoe. give. a4ound 06 applau6e. 60.IL MM. 
Suzanne. oi..aughte.lL. 
~ ! . 
••;,!<:> ---------~~....0~1-..i·- ·-------•~1 
JLu'\l '6 1 I er~'.( 
·-ttV--o WCl.o Q;p,u cl 
tvow, ft- prvqvW"l -~ 
sh Uw'Y') +~ Cl ,(.LI) ·• ,~ 
. THE ANNUAL 
~ ~~) · ~wl~t~rc . 
. Jl Lu(U) ,/.I'll 
McDowell County- Choral Festival . 
f~fll,e_o.Q ?v11Qveun 
-to-rm CLt - u\Q,R,v-v) 
~~-. 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON . 
MAY 2, 1965 :,THREE O'CLOCK , 
. ; . • ' 
. . 
"Make Music Your Keynote for Living" 
Doctor Edward Lowe 
Benne'tt College ·, . . . 
·Greensboro, North Carolina 
Directo,r 
• I 
COLONEL EUBANK A.RMORY 








Take My Life and Let It Be Malan 
The Festival Singers 
Adoramus Te Palestrina 
Kyrie Eleison ............................................................................................ Houston Bright 
Prayer of St. Francis of Assisi .......... ................................. ..................... David Foltz 
The Senior High School 
The Sands of Dee arr: Irvin Cooper 
American Carioca .............................................................................. Frederick Beckman 
Gypsy Love Song from "The Fortune Teller" .............. ........... ....................... Herbert 
The Junior High School 
Dis Ole Hammer Jester . Hairston 
The Jolly Fisherman .... , ................................................. Sca_n(lana.vian Student Song 
The Senior High School 
Steal Away ........................ .................................................................. A Negro Spiritual 
The Singers and the Audience 
Selection from "My Fair Lady" ....................................... ..................... Clay Warnick 
Elkhorn High School 
Stars of the Summer Night .............................. .......................... ...................... Goodell 
Kimball High School 
Qreams Are Made for Children ................................ .................... Livingstone-Krance 
Gary District High School 
Balm in Gilead William Dawson 
Excelsior High School 
Here Comes the Flag .......................................................................... .. John M. Walden 
The Junior High School 
The Drummers: Redd 
Gary District Junior High School 
The Trumpets: 
Kimball High School 
America the Beautiful Samuel Ward 
The audience is invited to join the singers 
Sponsors 1 • The School Man's . Club 
l'articipating Schools and Directors 
Anawalt East ........................................................ ,........... Mrs. Corrine Winkfield 
· Elkhorn High School ........... ........................... .................. Mrs. Morona Ma~shall 
Excelsior High School , ....... .................................. ....... ... Mrs. Florence F. Wood 
Gary District High · School Mrs. Lakia Moon 
Keystone-Eckman Elementary ................................................ Mrs. Fannie Poole 
Kimball High School ... ................................................... ...... Mr. Forace 0. Hester 
Welch-Dunbar Jr. High School . Mrs. Corri~~ Winkfield 
Sponsors The School Men's Club 
President ............................................................................ Mrs. Suzanne Slaughter 
Mr. C. E. Johnson ............................. , .......................... Assistant Superintendent 
Mrs. Frances Long General Supervisor 
Mr. J. M. Belcher ................ ........................ Principal, Elkhorn High School . ·~ . .... 
Mr. J. E. Hight ........................................ Principal, Gary District High School 
Mr. J. H. Franklin .................................... ........ Principal, Kimball High School 
Mr. Harry Brown ...................................... ...... Principal, Excelsior .High School 
Mr. Murvin Enders ................................ Principal, Welch-Dunbar J. H. School 
Mr. Melvin Harris ................................ Principal, Anawalt East Elem. School 
Mr. W. C. Spencer ..... .......... ....... ......................... Director, Prunty Trade School 
Mr. J. A. Shelton 




CREDITS FOR HIGH SCHOOLS 
Elkhorn High School 
All-State Choral Festival - Clarksburg 
I . . 
The third year, - Evelyn: WE:bb, · , · _ 
' . 
' • I ' ' l >, l . 
First Southern Region- Choral -Festival 
·' Concord Cpll~g~ . : ,1 '.'A/ ' Rating 
Community · Ser.vice . 
Used befo~e · ~nd . afte1; school time for rehearsals .. 
Kimball High '$cliool 
First · Southern Regional Festival. -:-" A" Rating 
Audition for professioi:ial study - Beverley Slayton ' 
. Gary District High School 
Michael · Hodge 
An honor student 
Not enrolled in music classes because of heavy schedule but learned 
music with help . from the music instructor in spare time. 
All State Chorus - Clarksburg 
Excelsior High School 
Jerome T:tiompson 
Private Music Study at Bluefield State College 
"Make ;Music Your Keynote ,for Living!" 
Music is Manners 
Music is Cooperation 
Music is Give and Take 
Music is Beauty 
Music is Understanding 
.,_ 
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5tna tlie Lora saul, 6ecause tlie cry of Soaom ana (jomorrah 
is great a:ruf 6ecause tlieir sin is very grevious: I wi[[ go aown 
now, and see wfiether tliey Ii.ave tfone aftogetlier accoraing to 
tlie cry of it, wliicli is come unto me: ana if not I wi[[ /(_now --
(jenesis 18:20-21 
My object in writing tliis 600/(_is to give to the pu6[ic true 
f act.s of tliings tliat liave liappenetf in tlie town of 1({,ystone, 'W. 
'Va. tliings tliat are going on at tlie present time ana a true ac-
count of conai.tions in tlie town as I Ii.ave f ouna tfiem auring 
my stay of ~montlis in tlie puue, auring wliicli time I Ii.ave 
6een gatliering data for tliis 6oot It gives me no p£easure to 
speak._as I tfo in the fo[[owing pages of some of tlie peop[e in 
tliis pfaa, for a[[ tliose tliat I nave met fiave 6een very fjna to 
me, out wlun I unaertool(_tliis worl(_I reso[vetf to 'liew to tlie 
[ine, let tfie cliips fa[[ wliere tliey may. · 'Ine :Jfo[y 'Bi6fe says 
tliat wfiat a man sowetli, tliat sftall lie reap, also '6e sure your 
sins wi[[ fina you. out.· rrfierefore if anyone sliouftf fee[ ag-
grievea at wliat is saia in tlie fo[[owing pages tliey must re-
member tliat they are reaping wliat Ii.as 6een sown. 
I t1UlK!, no daim of £iterary merit in tliis wort I fiave 
triea to ~ tliis 600/(_a straiglitforwartf account of tlie 
tliings I write about. I liave no apowgy to offer for any-
tliing tliat is containea lierein. l regret tliat facts are as 6aa 
as toul If tliis 600/(_sliouftf 6e tlie means of someliow, some 
time, causing a revo[ution in conaitions of tliis town ana 
causing tlie cancerous evils to 6e wipetf out tlien I wiI£ fee[ 
tliat my worl(_ was not in vain. '14-'itli tliis Ii.ope I sen£ tlie · -






T he Author, 
(Page 2) 
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Who has not heard of Keystone? 
Very few there be that have not heard of the place 
for the town has an almost nation-wide reputation. I 
remember years ago when I was only a boy not yet in 
my "teens" hearing people speak of Keystone and how 
bad the people were there, how people were killed and 
other crimes committed. It was a common saying at 
home that when a man violated the law and escaped 
the officers that he had gone to Keystone. 
I often wondered if conditions could be quite as bad · 
as they had been pictured. After six months spent in 
this place during which time I have had my eyes and 
ears open, gathering data for this book I have reach-
ed my own conclusions but for the reader I will leave 
them to draw their own conclusions after reading this 
book. To an ordinary visitor to this place it does not 
appear to be very much different from the ordinary 
coal mining towns. The people are very kind to strang-
ers and visitors are liable to be misled by surface in-
dications. But let us probe beneath the surface a little 
and what we will find will be rather shocking to the 
modesty of many. It was one fair Sunday morning that 
I left my home amid the "green fields of Virginia" for 
the town of Keystone. After getting on the train I pre-
sented my ticket to the conductor who said, "Key-
stone?" then wisely shook his head. After an all-day's 
journey I reached my destination during a rain while 
the smoke from the coal operations hung like a heavy 
pall over the town. I have often thought since what 
a fitting introduction to the town. 
SITUATION OF THE TOWN. 
Keystone is situated 24 miles west of Bluefield on the 
,, 
'~ . ., 








main line of the Norfolk & Wes tern R ,1i lwav. i11 , lit ' 
southern part of the cou nty of McDoweli. c1r1-d 011 : ht· 
Elkhorn river. The town is ve ry muc h like othc-:r ,u~li 
mining towns. The streets are narrow. buildi11gs \ •LT\ 
congested and residences are of al l desc ripliun s 
Houses are jammed together wh il e eve ry conce ivable 
place is used for building purposes. Some of the streets 
are paved while the sidewalks are of conc rete. In wa lk-
ing up main street you may look up an d there on Lh c 
side of the mountain almost d ir ec tly ove rh ead are rTsi -
dences stuck back in the mou ntai n sid e Th e bui klir1~s 
are mostly frame, some of them which were bui lt ir 1 l;,1Lc 
years being brick. There is no rcs tri cUons in regard t ri 
the negroes for they live in all parts of th e town ancl 
white people everywhere will fin d that th eir next door 
neighbor is a family of negroes. The principal wo rk is 
coal mining and railroading. The Norfolk & Western 
recently moved their yards from Vivian to this place 
and naturally quite a little railroad work is done here. 
The population of the town in 1910 was 204 7. bu L i l is 
about 2500 at the present tim e as th e ra ilroad 1ncr1 
who have moved here have s welled th e nu mbet- to 
about that figure. The town is incorp ora tecl but U1e 
corporate limits would break the back of a snake tu 
follow them. This was done fo r politi cal reason and 
while some of the citizens live almost in the heart or 
the town yet they find at election time tha t they can -
not vote on account of being ou t of the corporation. 
A fair estimate of the complexion of the popula li un . 
is about as follows. 40 per cent negroes , 30 per ce n l 
foreign, and about 30 per cent white Am ericans v.:h il e 
only about 10 per cent of the whi tes are pure. un defil-
ed men and women of good chara cter. 
The town boasts of a large brick hotel . which I can 
testify as being modem in every respec t a nd far above 
the average for hotels in the coal fi elds . two motion 
picture shows with vaudeville, as good a s you wil l fi nd 
in the large cities. a newspaper . owned and publish ed 
by negroes, a bank a negro cornet ban d . a be au tifu l. 
(l'agc-5 ) 
L ____ _ 
❖~ .. 
modem. Methodist church. a Baptist church. a Jew-
ish synagogue, a large. commodious building for 
colored school children and under construction a 
modem. brick building for white children. numerous 
stores of all kinds, two white and two colored drug 
stores, two white and two colored doctors. several 
white and two or three negro lawyers. about 15 or 20 
saloons, about the same number of restaurants and 
a large number of houses of ill fame. 
MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS. 
The town is incorporated and had for its first mayor, 
Mr. C. E. Harmon, familiarly known as "Red Fox." He 
held the office for 8 or 10 terms, but his administrat-
ion could not be termed a success. It is true that 
moral conditions . were better then than now, for there 
never has been a time in the history of the town that 
moral conditions were worse than they are today. 
Harmon kept the disreputable women pretty well in 
the bounds of propriety when they came out into the 
town and no fliitirig or any lewd display were allowed . 
He also prohibited them from having dances without 
a permit and did not allow them on the streets after 
ten o'clock at night. He had the town pretty well in 
hand except about election times when he would loos-
en up and cater to the negro, for the negro was and is 
now in the majority. At the expiration of his term of 
office and after his successor had been elected he de-
stroyed all the records of his office and the incoming 
Mayor could not tell what had transpired during the 
former terms. A .suit was brought against him in con-
nection With this and the case was compromised witl: 
Harmon paying to the town about $500. Harmon was 
also proven guilty during the hearing of the contested 
seat of Congressman .Jas. A Hughes, in the last Con_:-
gress, of taking a large number of negroes from Key-
stone to Matewan and there voting them where they 





l saw Mr. Harmon, during the last primary election, he 
being a candidate for the legislature of West Virginia. 
although he lives in Tazewell County.Virginia, and has 
no legal right to vote in West Virginia, much less hold 
office in the state, working among the negro voters 
whom he would take by the arm. pla ce his arm around 
their neck and endeavor to persu a de them to vote Lf)e 
way he dictated. He received a large majority L7. the 
in the primary and will doubtless be elected to the 
legislature. He, at one time was the political boss in 
Keystone and for a long while carried the voting 
strength of the town in the hollow of his hand but 
since moving to Tazewell he has lost, to some extent. 
his political prestige. 
Harmon was succeeded as Mayor, by Ferd Thomas, 
who held the office for two terms. During the adminl-
stration of Thomas he was led by the nose by the petty 
politicians and machine men. He drank considerably 
and also gambled and whenever they wanted anything 
in Keystone that did not meet the approval of Thomas , 
they would succeed in getting him drunk and then get 
his consent. Thomas was also in the mercantile busi-
ness and on account of his h abits he got too far in 
debt and after he was beaten for the nomination for 
anotl;ier term as Mayor he secretly left town and has 
not been heard from since· by Keys tone. When the 
second term of Thomas expired h e did n ot h ave the 
support of the political machine and they n ominated 
.another man for the place. This nomination did not 
meet with the approval of the majority of the white 
people and they nominated Dr. G. T. Epling. on a re-
form ticket. Thomas, with his political s trength, got 
behind this ticket and Epling was elected . He was 
pledged to carry out the reform m ovem en t which had 
been started by his nomination but h e h a d hardly been 
elected before he Joined hands with the "ganf' · or the 
political machine and began the b uilding o a giant 
political machine which he could con trol. In ord er to 
do this he played to the negroes and made A L. Calhoun, 
a wealthy negro and member of the Council ever s ince 
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fearlessly prosecuted the case . He was ably backed by 
Judge Jas. A. Strother, who presided at these trials . 
These two men stood shoulder to shoulder and in the 
face of the pleading and threats of the political gang 
they did their sworn duty and prosecuted the case 
fearlessly. After Calhoun was sentenced to the p eni t -
entiary the case was carried to the s tate Court 0 1 Ap p-
eals and this court affirmed the sentence of the lower 
court. The Governor was then appealed to through the 
influence of Dr. Epling and other members of the 
machine of McDowell County, Gov. W. E. Glasscock 
was persuaded to pardon Calhoun before he had ever 
begun serving of his sentence. At the last primary 
election, Squire Belcher,. Judge Strother and Common -
wealth's Attorney, R. R. Smith, the three men who so 
bravely and honestly did their duty in the above cas e. 
were defeated for the nomination. 
Epling's two terms as Mayor were prob ably the worst 
in the history of the town. In addition to the many 
things that he did he was often beastly drunk. Epiing 
was succeeded as Mayor by C. C. Hale and has h eld the 
office for three terms, including the present term. He 
was elected to the present term at an election held on 
the first day of last February. His opponent was W . E. 
Stuart, whom he defeated by a majority of 29 . This 
was a rather novel campaign. Hale and Stuart were 
partners in business, yet rival candidates for the office 
of Mayor. The campaign presented some rather amus -
ing features . Money was spent lavishly and each n ight 
a brass band was hired by one of the candidates to 
to parade the street while the opposing candidate 
would hire the same band for the next night to parade 
in his interest. The most amusing feature to me 
was that the same crowd. with a few exce ption s. 
would be in ·both parades. They would assemble in 
the center of the town and inquire which candida te 
they were supposed to yell for that night and the 
next night would see them repeat the same perfor-
mance. The parades would wind up at some saloon 
and it was a grand time for Jonahs. old soaks and 
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committed here. Surely this is modern Sodom arnJ 
Gomorrah combined. Only a few nights ago a negro 
man shot another, the cause being a white woman of 
"Cinder Bottom." Another crime that was committee! 
several years ago was the murder of a white woman 
of the Tenderloin section by a negro. The negro be-
came mad at this woman by the name of Mrs. Gent. 
threw a hatchet and struck her on the head, fractur-
ing the skull, then threw a lamp at her which explod-
ed and destroyed the house. The woman was rescued 
from the building and taken to the hospital where 
she died the next day. The negro was arrested and 
sent to jail to await the action of the grand jury but 
I could not learn what was ever done with him. 
Some time ago a man was killed and his pocket 
emptied and his body thrown down the side of the ra-
ilroad bank. The coroner rendered a verdict that the 
deceased came to his death by falling and breaking 
his neck. Of course it is not supposed that a bullet 
hole in the center of his forehead had anything to do 
with his death. Still another man was held up in the 
center of the town on the bridge that spans Elkhorn 
river and his money taken from him. A few monthE 
ago some railroad men were out during the night pre-
tty much intoxicated and decided to do some highwa) 
robbing. After holding up and relieving some Italians 
of their money they endeavored to make a division of 
the funds and disagreed and two of the party killed 
the third member. carried his body to a car door, pla-
ced him within to leave the impression that he was 
hurt and died after reaching the car. A young man 
back in Virginia. who has traveled this section to a 
great extent, told me that he became somewhat in tox-
icated in Keystone and while waiting on a train that 
he sat down on some cross ties that were piled just 
below the passenger station and soon fell asleep. _ Qn 
awakening sometime- afterwards he found that he hac 
been robbed of his shoes, which had been taken from 
his feet and also the hat from his head. Robberies in 
the Tenderloin section are a very common occurrence 






















name she afterwards learned was W.W. Cole. attempt-
ing to attract her attention, and holding up a block 
of wood sirnibr to the one my wife had found, and to 
all appearances another note was tied to this block of 
wooci. My wife was greatly fricrhtened and at once 
\VCn t down to the house of a neighbor and related the 
matter to the daughter of the neighbor and showed 
her the note which had been found on the porch . The 
young lady called in her brother and told him about 
the matter and showed him the note. He then went 
and related the matter to W. M. White, the sergeant of 
the city of Keystone. Mr. White requested my wife to 
go up stairs in my residence and stand again at the 
window for the purpose of ascertaining as to whether 
or not the negro whould make any further signs. Mr. 
White and some other men stood at one of the window~ 
in my residence in a room in whichno•light was burn-
ing so that what happened in the barber shop across 
the street could be seen by them without any one in 
the barber shop being able to see Mr. White or any of 
the men with him. The window at which my wife stood 
at the direction of Mr. White, was in a room in which 
a light was burning. My wife did not stand in front of 
the window for more than a few minutes before the 
negro Cole again commenced holding up the block of 
wood to which a note seemed to be attached, and 
waved the same at my wife . My wife, of course, did not 
reply to any of his attempted signals . Cole then de-
ported himself in a manner which cannot be describ-
ed in an article intended for publication . It is enough 
to say that it was insulting beyond the power of words 
to express. Mr. White then went over to the negro bar-
ber shop and made the negro open the door and let 
him in . The light in the barber shop was turned out 
a short time after Mr. White went in. He took charge 
of the negro. and some other officers of the town am-
ong them were one or two negro officers, appeared on-
the scene a few minutes later. What disposition they 
macle with the negro I am unable to say. _ It is a fact 
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to break his grip to a large extent, yet he has a large 
extent. yet he has a large following and is sought by 
white politicians. I have seen some of the best known 
men of the town walk up to him and place their arms 
on his shoulder. At every meeting or convention the 
negro will be found in large numbers. They are always 
invited to speak at all public speakings and they eng-
age in all the caucusses of the leaders and they are 
always represented on the election boards. 
A rather amusing thing happened in a meeting of 
the Council a few nights ago when a negro applied for 
license to conduct a restaurant. During the last mun-
icipal campaign he had been paid two dollars to vote 
for them who are in power at the present time. Before 
they would grant the license they made the negro re-
turn the two dollars. I heard one of the judges in a 
previous election say that he had stolen seventy votes 
in one election and that if the machine wanted the 
thing done again that they could just leave it to him 
and that he would do it. 
Many men who have moved here and were Republi-
cans in other states ref use to support the party in this 
county and state. They say that as long as they are in 
West Virginia they will refuse to vote or support the 
Democratic party. This is not said through any politi-
cal prejudice for the writer has always been affiliated 
with the Republican party but as long as I stay in West 
Virginia I will ref use to vote the Republican ticket for 
the political pill here is too bitter and refuses to go 
down. One curse to the Republican party in this state 
is their opposition to the "Jim Crow Law," tpe object of 
which is to campel the railways in the state to furnish 
separate cars for the whites and blacks. It is a national 
disgrace that the negro is permitted to ride in coaches 
with white ladies. The negroes always endeavor to get 
in the first class car and rush back into the coaches 
where the white women are riding. They come frotri-the 
mines in their dirty clothes, the grease almost frying 
from their faces and with a repulsive odor caused from 
excessive presperation. they crowd into the cars and 
seat themselves near. or sometimes beside the white 
-..:._,. ladies. Their presence is very objectionable and repul-
'<::.--:i.ve to any white person with any degree of refinement. 
---... ~. 
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These same political leaders that are fighting this law 
for fear that they ·will lose their political strength with 
the ncgro. will take the Pullman, in order to get rid of 
the presence of the negro. The last platform of the 
Democratic party in the state contained a plank fav-
oring this law and a large number of the white repub-
licans of the state supported the Democratic candid-
ates on this account. These white republicans, with 
any decency and self respect. do not want to see their 
mothers. their wives or their fair daughters. have to 
sit in a scat with a burly negro. 
The whiskey interests play a large hand in politics 
in this town and county. In the preceding administra-
tion the mayor was a bookkeeper for a brewery, the 
Recorder was an agent for a brewery and the Chief of 
Poli ce was also agent for brewery. At the present time 
the i ·L.,yor is bookkeeper for a brewery, the City Sear-
gent is agent for a brewery and two members of the 
Council are saloon Keepers. Some whiskey ring, eh? 
Looks as if the Anti-Saloon League might do some 
eff eclivc work here. 
TI-IE MAYOR'S OFFICE AND JAIL. 
The Mayor's office is situated in about the center of 
l0\\11 in a ramshackle building the rear of which is 
used for a jail and very much resembles a hog pen. I 
attended court here one night. The Mayor stands be-
hind the stand and smokes a cigarette while the witn-
esses are heard. The prisoner is defended by a black 
negro lawyer and negroes are packed and Jammed in-
to the place until you almost suffocated. To be incar-
cerated in this place called a jail is punishment suff-
icient for almost any crime. 
As I have stated the Methodists and Baptists are re-
presented here and should do good work for surely 
the field is sufficiently large and the harvest-is ripe 
but denominationalism is playing "hob" with the ch-
urches here and the christian people are always at 
odds . Each church appears to be envious of the other 
and the war goes merrily on. I attended for some 
~ nights a revival at the Methodist church. the preach-









Methodist Episcopal Church.--- Rev. J.R Brown Paslor 
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PEERING INTO THE FUTURE FOR 
A BRIGHTER DAY 
Do these people of good moral character want to 
stay here? No a thousand times no. They are looking 
ahead when they shall have accumulated enough 
money to purchase themselves a home or perhaps a 
farm, then they are patiently waiting for the bright 
day to dawn when they can shake from their feet the 
black mire of this dirty place and with songs of joy 
on their lips leave old Keystone never to return. They 
are anxiously praying and waiting for that day to 
come and may the Heavenly Father hasten the time. 
I was filled with joy when the time came at last that 
I could step aboard the train for my return to the 
"green fields of Virginia" I was homesick to sec ag~ 
ain all the beauty of nature, to drink the pure water 
from the bowels of mother earth, to sit beneath the 
shady trees and hear the _birds sing their sweet car-
ols and last but not least to rid my mind of all the 
blackedness and sin, and degradation that it has 
contained and · once more to fill it with pure sweet 
thoughts and get in sweet communion with nature. 
Reader, what do you think of Keystone, I have not 
exaggerated nor drawn with too much color the pic-
ture ofconditions in Keystone. Much has been left 
out that could have been said, which if told would 
have been the same old story over again. After all has 
been said I must confess that "the half has never yet 
been told." 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
(Bluefield Police Court.} 
Robert Jones was charged with loitering upon the 
streets at a late hour. He said he had been at Key-
stone for a long time and was so anxious to escape 
that he rode the trucks to Graham and walked in to 
Bluefield. The Judge expressed his sympathy and let 
him off with $2.50. 
,, (Page-48) 
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INDEX OF PERSONS IN BOOK 
Belcher John - 9 
Belcher Squire - 9-11 
Calhoun A L. - 7-8-9-11-39 
Cheatham Arthur- 9 
Cole W.W. - 36 
Epinp; G.T., Dr. - 7-8-9-11 
Felts 1.L. - 9 
Gent Mrs. - 24 
Glasscock W.E. - 11 
Grady Lizzie - 19-20-39 
Graham C.P. -12-13 
Hale C.C. -11-12 
Hatfield H.D .. Dr. - 9 
Harmon C.E. - 6-7 
Hoover C.B. -32 
Hyman Sol -12-13 
Jones Robert - 48 
Kirby Morris -20 
Lambert J.E. -8 
Lord H.L. -12-13 
Marshall G.N. -12-13-19 
McCloud Trixie -19 
Miller Mary - 19 
Moore Frea -12-13 
Moss Kate -30 
Nichols Ada- 30 
Parsons -13 
Shor I.L. - 12 -13 
Smith RR - 9-11 
Snydor E.R -12-13 
Snydor S.H. -38 
Strother J as A -11 
Stuart W.E.- 11 
Thomas Fred -7 
Wells Estelle -30 
White M.W. -12-32-36-38 
INDEX OF PLACES & 
BUILDINGS IN TOWN 
Alhambra Hotel - 12-18-30 
Bluefield Saloon -19 
Cinder Bottom -19-23-24-46 
Dead Man's Cut -15 
Elkhorn River - 17-19-24-44-46 
Jonahs Cemetery -16 
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